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Abstract
The nickel (II) complexes of the deprotonated pendant-ann macrocycles
5,5,7,12,12,I4-hexamethyl-I,4,8,11-leuaazacyclotetradecane-I,8-diacelic acid (Lr) and
5,12 dimethyl - 7, l4-diphenyl-I,4.8,11 tetraazacyciotetradecane-l.&-diacetic acid (~)
have been prepared. The oxidation kinetics of these comple..~es with peroxodlsulfate
have been studied. Enlhalpies and entropies ofactivation for Ni(II)Lrare 39.5 ± 5.3
lU.mol· rand -liS ± 5 lK·r. mor l : and for Ni(O)i...:l the corresponding values ate
42.8 ± 5.11cJ,mol" and -115:: 5 JX I . mol·r. Outer-sphere oxidation of Ni(ll)L rby bis-
(triazacyclononane)nickel (m), [Ni(m)(tacn}zJJ-, has been studied and a self-exchange
rate constant for the [Ni(II)LJlo.· system has been estimated at 55 mol" dmJ s·r
The rQC-Ni(U)~ complex and meso-Co(III)L1' have been structurally characterized by
X-ray crystallography. The rac-Ni(II)Lz complex shows a distoned cis-geometry about
the metal while the meso-Co(I1I)Lr' complex show a vans octahedral geometry.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Mac.rocyc.lcs aad Peadaat Arm Mac.rocydcs.
Extensive studies have been earned out on the SynthesiS and characlenzation of metal
complexes of macrocychc ligands. A macrocyclic ligand is a polydentate ligand in
which several donor atoms fonn parts of a large ring such as the porphyrin ring system
found complexed with iron at the oxygen binding site of hemoglobin. 1 In this case, the
donor atoms consist of four mtrogen atoms. Another such example is chlorophyll a.
Although there are nitrogen donors in both these cases, oxygen and sulfur donor atoms,
and combinations thereof, are also common.U
Chlofoptlyll.
Macrocycles are studied because of their interesting properties, including the selectivity
shown by some of the ligands for metal complexation and the high stability of many of
their metal complexes. For example. the Nil' complex of 1.4.8.11-
tetraazaeyclotetradecane (cyclaml (I) is fully stable in 10 mollL HC10•• wnereas the Nil'
complex of the anaJogcus acyclic ligand. 1.4.8.II-tetraazaundecane (11). dissociates with
a haif-lifeofapproximately 170 ms in 6.1 M HC\.4
(I) (II)
The high thennodynamic stability ofmacrocyclic complcll:e5 is known as the
macrocyclic effect., whereby there is an enhancement ofcomplcll: stability when a
macrocyclic ligand replaces a comparable open~haJn ligand.' For example. lhe
potassiwn complex ofttle crown ether. cyclo-(CH1CH10k has a formation constant 10"
times larger than that ofCHJO(CHl CH10),CH). The macrocyclic effect is thought to be
due primarily to entropy factors although stetic stnlin, and different conformations of the
ligand also have an effect
In most macrocyclic ligands described in the literature. the coordinating atoms are an
integral pan of thc cyclic structUrc. There are. h.owever. a few macrocyclic ligands
which. besides thc donor groups ofthc ring, havc additional ligating groups attached to a
side chain.':" 6• 7 These ligands m commonly rcfcrred to as pendant-ann macrocyclcs.
These macrocyclic complcxes with functional groups have been synthesized in order to
investigatc how th.c functional groups affect the propenies of the macrocyclic complclles.
Functionalization can modify or introduce new properties into a complex. It can. for
cxamplc, lead to more stable or more selective complexation or to complexation with
faster kinetics.) It can also affect the coordination geometry of metal ions or
thermodynamically enhance the metal-based redOll processes.' Pendant-arm
macrocycles have found applications in tumor wgeting,' ion selectivity'o and
elcctJocatalysis. l . I'
PolyazamQcrocycies containing mainly nitrogen ring donor atoms are frequently
functionalized. TetraazamacTocycles. i.e. those which have four nitrogen donors, are
capable of producing strong ligand fields. yet have the inherent disadvantage of not
being able to completely coordinate the majority oftransition metal ions which prefer
coordination nwnbers of Six. 12 By increasing the ring size and the nwnber of atoms or by
appending coordinating groups to the periphery ofthe macrocycles. one can gain insight
into the: ability of the macrocycte to coordinate transitioll metal ions. These additional
groups may coordinate to the central metal thereby increasing the ligating ability ofthc
macrocycle. Fu:nctionalization is commonly achieved using a nitrogen atom ofthc
macrocycle as an attachment point. For instance. amine. hydroxyl, amide. catboxylic and
nitrite functional groups have been attacbed to the side: chains oflhe COOfdinated nitrogen
donors. lJ Some of these c!<;mors coordinate metal ions intramolecularly at the a'tial
position forming 5 or 6 membered chelate rings.l~
Most fWlCtionalized macrocyclic complexes have been synthesized by inserting the
metal ions into the free ligands which have first been prepared by rather elaborate multi-
step procedmes. Synthetic routes toward incompletely N-allcylated aza macrocycles are
mon: complicated than the synthesis of the completely N-substituted relatives.
Examples of mono-, eli·, tri- and tetra- derivatives can be found in the literanue. ll• 16 The
range of mono- to teua- functionalized ligands depends on the ratio of macrocycle to
functional group used in the synthesis.
Tetraaza·pendant-ann macrocycles have important applications in medicinal
cbemisuy. In radioimmunotherapy, a sterilizing dose of nuliation is delivered selettivcly
to the tumor stem cells.~ In this treatment it is essential that a radiolabelled antibody be
stable in VNO over a period of days. Pendant-arm macrocyclic complexes, because of
their slow rate of metal dissociation and their slow acid dependent dccomplexation, show
eneouraging results in addressing this iss!JC. 16. 11 The majority of studies in this area are
being performed on tetraazamacrocycles with carboxylate pendant_anns ll , however,
amine, nitro and pyridyl fw'Ictionalities an: also being investigated. 19.11> Figures 1.1 to 1.4
show the structures ofsome pendant arm ligands from the literature.
Fig. 1. t. 4-(quinotin-S.ylmethyl}-I,4,7,I O-tettaazaeyclotridcc3D.c.ll,13-dioac.
Fig. 1.2. 4,7-bis(quinolin_8_ylmcthyl}- t,4,7,1 O-tc:trutacyclotridccanc.ll,ll-dioae.
Fig.l.J. 1,4,1O-trioxa·7,13-diazacydopentadecane-N,NI-diacetic acid.
Fi&.l... I,4.10.ll.trioxa-7.16-diazacyclopcntadecane.N,NI-diac:cti.c acid..
Kinetic mea.sw-efnents provide imponant tools for :usessing me reactivity of pendant-
arm macrocycles. Kinetics is the area ofchemistry concerned with the speed of the
process whereby a syslem changes from one slate [0 another. The primary use of kinetics
is in the study of reaction mechanisms. Kinetics allows the determination of the
experimental rale law for a reaction wtUch is in tum relaled to the elemenwy processes
or steps ofthc reaction. The rate law is useful to the mectwrist in two ways. Fim, the
kineric order often suggests the number ofmolecules involved in the rate determining
step ofme mechanism. Second, the characteristic rate ofa reaction can be determined
from its rate law. Rale constants. which are pan ofme tate law, prove useful for
comparison of rales ofanalogous reactions. Any proposed mechanism should, Ihcrefore,
be consistent with the rate law.
Kinetic sNdies are also useful for obtaining knowtedge about the activation
puamctcrs ofa reaction. That raction rates increase with increasing temperatUre bas
long been Imown on a purely empirical basis. For many reactions it is found that the rate
constant varies ....ith temperature according to
Eqn.1.I
whcft Eo is the activation energy. the constant A being the pre<xponential or frequency
factor. k the rate constant, T the absolute temperature, and R the ideal gas COnstanL The
frequency factor. A. e:\presses the "l1e at wh.icl1 molecules approach close enough 10
interact The e:\ponential tenn c:\prcsses the proponion of interactions that have enough
eaergy to overcome the activation-energy barrier.
Equation 1.1, knO....Tl as the Arrhenius equation. can be validated by simple
thennodynamic arguments.:o The implication of this equation for e:<pcrimental studies is
that the temperature of the reaction mixture must be held as constant as possible
throughout the course of the reaction, otherwise the observetf reaction rate will be a
meaningless average of rales at different temperatures. The Arrhenius equation is
usually not followed precisely over a very wide temperature range, in which case more
sophisticated treatments arc required. Equation 1.1 can be rewrinen as the following
lincarnprcssion:
lDk=IDA-~
RT
Eqn.1.2
Examination of this c:\pression indicates that a plot of In k versus 1'"1 sl10uld be linear with
a slope equal to -E. I R and a vertical intercept equal to In A.
A temperature dependence study can be pcTformed whereby the observed rate constant,
.... is determined over a range oftempcnltures. USlng!his information, the vall.lCS ofE.
and Acan be determined. From these vall.lCS. activation parameters can be calcuhucd The
sign and magnitude ofsuch parameters can help dctenninc the type ofmcchanism by which
the reaction proceeds.
The connection between activation parameters and kinelic results is given by Transition
State Theory. Consider the following equilibrium between the reactants, A and B, and the
activated complex:
A+B--[AB)'-produCls
The activated complex is treated as an equilibrium speties. and an equilibrium constant is
defined:
Eqn.1.3
If we define f. the transmission factor. as the probability that the activated complex will.
once fonned, go over to the product state. then the specific bimolecular rate constant is:
Eqn. 1.4
Based on statistical mecbanics, the traasmission factor f is:
Eqn.1.5
where "" is Boltzman's constant and h is Planck's constanL Substituting equation 1.5 into
10
equation 1.4 yields an expression for the observed ra~ constant., "- for a sct:ond-o~r
Eqn.1.6
The standard free energy for the formation afthe activated complex can be separated into
enthalpic and entropic contribulions with:
Eqn.1.7
The standard frce-energy change is ~lated to the equilibrium. coDStant by:
Eqn.1.8
Using this, with equations 1.6, and 1.7 glves:
Eqn.1.9
"Eqn.1.1O
By remanging equation 1.10 and Weing the natural logarithm (In), we arrive at the Eyring
equation:
k.... k, S· H'1n-=1n--4--4-
T h R RT
Eqnl.ll
Hen«:. plotting In (k"Jf) 1IeBUS lIT will give a slope equal to -~,. IR and an intercept
equal to In ("- Ih) ...~S -- IR. Hence. from an Eyring plot,
!UfO" -R(SJope)
4S 01l R(ilflucepf- lnf>
Eqn.1.l2
Eql1I.13
Using these equations.. and the Arrhenius equation. the Anbcttius paramcte:rs for a solution
reaction are shown to be:
E;=-4H"+RT Eqn. 1.14
12
Eqn.1.I5
Fora reaction. A .. B- products. carried out under pseudo.lim-ordcT COoditiOM (excess B),
that is first order in A, the rate law is:
Eqn.1.16
Ths rearranges into:
Eqn.1.I7
which can be i.ntegraJm directly. Hoeing that at time t - 0 the concentration ofA is {Ala and
that at a later time t ills [Alto we have
Eqn. 1.18
bl(AI.-bl(Al,.t....
Based on this equation. a ploe orin [Al. ver.;us time sbould give. straight line with. slope
cqualtothefirst~rderrateconstant,k....
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The relationship between concentration at time Iand absorbance is given by Beer's law:
D=bCE
where D is absorbance, b is pathlength. c is molar concentration. and e is the molar
absorptivity. Using Beer's law, along with equation 1.14, we see thai absorbance is related
to the observed rate constant as follows:
Eqn. 1.19
When experimentally detennining rate constants. it is important to keep a constant ionic
strength. Ionic strength is a useful measure oftbe IOtal c:oocenaarion ofioDS in a solution,
and is defined as
Eqn. 1.20
where ~ is the iorUc strength, c, is the concentration ofttle ith species. and =, is its charge.
The swn extends over all ions in solution. It is necessary to keep ionic strength constant
when determining rate constants since rate constants arc dependent on activity coefficients
which arc in tum influenced by the ionic strength.20 The relationship between activity
'4
coefficients and rate constants is given by tranSition-state theory. Forabimolecular re3ttion
of the follo....ing type:
A+B-{A- - -B)"-ProdllCts
ttansirion -state theory predicts thai the rate is given by
lWte. 1TK ' Y'Y'[Aj(B!'.I(Aj(BI
h Y'
Eqn. 1.21
Eqn. 1.22
where YA. YIl. and Y ~ the activity coefficients of the reactants and tranSition stale,
respectively. The relationship~ activity coefficients (Yi) and J.1 is given by the
Dcbyc:-Huekellimiting law, which applies for I.L $ 0,01 M:
Eqn. 1.23
where A is a conSWlt for a gi~n solvent and Z, is the thatgt of the ion.. ThllS, by
maintaining a constant ioaic strength. variation of the activity coefficients with reagent
concentrations iseliminatc:d. A fIXed ionic strengthcan be achieved by the addition ofsome
"iDen electrolyte" such as potassiwn nitrate or pocassium sulfale.
IS
t.J. PerosodisulpUIe: KiHtia
For a number of years DOW there have been a significant number of lcinctic studies on
redox rextions involving the pet'Oxodisulpbalc anion. S:ot. and transition metal.
complexes.:l Peroxodisulphatc is often choscuas anoxidiziDgagent since it is a very strong
two-clectron oxidant with a redoll: pOlcntial of2.2 Vversus the standard bydrogen electrode.
As a result ofthis high redox potential. the pcroxodisulphatc anion is capable of oxidizing
uansition metal complexes to higher oxidation stalts. In particular it can smoothly oxidize
Ni(U)to the tervalcnt state. Funbennorc. oxidation by peroxodisulphate isa relatively slow
process and therefore. reaction kinetics can readily be studied by conventional means.
The oxidation ofNiCU) com~exes to Ni(UI) by a variety of oxidants has been shovm to
proceed via anoutcr~spbere mechanism..11 An outer spbere mechanism is ODe in which there
is little interaction between the oxidant and the redllCUDt at the time ofelectron aansfer lad
both species go through the process with their cOOfdination shells intKt. Acommon example
ofan 0I.tef spberc: rcacrioo is given in eqn L24.l:!
Eqn 1.24
TransitiOll metal oxidations, however. can also proceed via an iMer-spherc mechanism. In
this case the clcctrou transfer oc:c:urs via a bridging ligand. The classical "Taube reaction."
eqn. 1.25. is a particularly \lr-ell-examined case of such an inner-sphere electron transfer
16
pathway.
Characteristics of this mechanism arc rapid eleetton transfer and a trapping of the bridging
ligand in the first coordination sphere of tbe o,udized species. In the "Taube reaction."
replacing chloride by a ligand that is incapable ofbridging (eg.. NHI). results in a relatively
slow outer-sphere electron transfer process and the ligand does not appear in the oxidized
product.
In order for inner-sphere electron transfer to occur there must clearly be a bridging ligand
present. Such a ligand must conwn at least two pairs of unsbared electrons which arc
neassary for simultaneous booding 10 the oxidizing and reduciDgcenters. Even when these
criteria arc mel, however, an outer-sphere: electron transfer may still occur. Other factors
must also be considered For example, the bridge mU..1t be an effective: mediator for electron
transfer. Also, the type: ofelectron transfer reaction which occurs depends on the affinity of
the reductant forthc bridgillg lipod. The preference ofa reductant for a particular bridging
ligand is reflected in the hard or soft nature orooth the metal center and the ligand A hard
metal sucb. as FeJ-, for example, will be more likely to bridge with a hard base sl,aCh as F"
rather than Hr. The opposite would be true for a soft acid such aser-
A wide range ofbridging ligands are known, such as the halide ioos. pseudobaIide ions,
hydrmude ion. and carboxylate ions. Carboxylate pc:ndaDc-arm macrocycles that have the
.7
appendages coordinated 10 a central transition metal ion may provlde an inner-sphere
pathway forelec:tron uansfer to or from other metal centers. Carboxylate groups, being hard
bases. have the potential to form bridges wlth iron(ID) metal centers, which arc bard acids.
Electron transfcr from a transition metal in a macrocyclic complex to iron(llI) has important
industrial implications. Such behavior has application in reductive dissolution of iron(lli}
bearing [etrites, whieb constitute corrosion films found in industrial boilers and nuclear
reactors. The focus afmis thesis is to iNdy the behavior ofvarious pendant arm macrocycles
so as to help determine their potential for providing an inner sphere pathway suitable for
electron transfer.
18
1..1. Slopped Flow KiHria
Electron tranSfer reactions usually occur with haJJ lives of milliseconds to seconds. The
stopped-flow method is generally used 10 study such fast reactions "",ilicb can be defined as
thostwitbhalf-livC$ofles.stbanooesccond. Thehalflifeofareactioo., 'tIl. is related 10 the
rate constant as follows:
Eqn. 1.~6
SlOpped flow kinetics are identical 10 those in a normal static batch reaction as it is the
change inwncentration with time ora particularcomponcn.tofthe solution that is measured.
Thus., data anal)'!ls is the same. Stopped now kinetics are used in this study to examine the
19
Chapter 2: Experimental
2.1. SyalbesiJ
All chemicals were analytical grade and were not purified further. A list of solvents and
chemicals used, along with their source and purity is given in table 2.1 and 2.2. Infrared
spectJa were recorded on a Bomem Michelson FounerTransfonn spectrometer. Elemental
analyses were perfonned by the University of Saskatchewan.
Table 2.1. Solvents used, Source ofSolvents and Purity ofSolvenlS
Solvent Source Purity
Acetone Fisher Certified ACS. ~99.S%
Dichloromethane Aldrich ACS. spec., 99.5%
DMF Anachemia ACS. spec.
Ethanol Commercial Alcohol 95%
Ether BDH 99%
Methanol Fisher ACS, 2:990/0
Table 2.2. Chemicals Used., Source of Chemicals and Purity of Chemicals
'0
Chemical Source Purity
Amberlite {RA-JOO ion Aldrich
exchange rcsein
Bromoacetic acid Sigma ACS Reagent, 99010
COOall.(lI) cblonde Mallinckrodt 100.0%
Diethyleneuiamine Fisher 2.98%
Ethylenediamine Sigma
Hydrochloric acid Fisher ACS.,9S-98%
Hydrobromic acid Fisher Certified ACS. 47 • 79 %
Lithium hydroxide, Fisher Laboralory grade
anhydrous
Nickel(ll) chloride BDH AnalaR.98.0%
Nickel(D)perchioratc ALFA
PertbIoricacid BDH Certified ACS. 60 %
Powsium carbonate Sigma ACS Reagent, 2.99.0"-0
Potassium peroxodisulfate Fisher Certified ACS, 2:99.0 %
Potassium sulfate BDH ACS Rcagt1lt. 2:99.0 %
Sodium carbonate Sigma ACS. 99.95 - 100.05%
Sodium hydroxide BDH ACS Reagent, 2.97.0 %
Sodium hydride. dry Aldrich 95%
Sodium tcttahydrobor:ue BDH ACS Reagent, 2.99.5 %
Sulfwic acid(conc.) Fisber ACS.. 9S-98%
p-toluenesulphonyl chloride Sigma 99%
Triethylamine Anachemia 989;'
21
Fisher Certified ACS gr;uic potassiwn peroxodisulfalC was purified so as 10 obtain
reproducible., dean kinetics. This was accomplished by first washing several times ~ith
distilled \\'ater.~ r«rySta1llzing four times from cold waler. rinsing ""ith icc-\\oattr and
drying over p.O IO in vacuo.
l. Synthesis of 5 57!'" I'" ! 4-hexamethyl-l oJ 8 ! 1-Ietrnaz3cyeIQlstra<lttam!4 ! l-4iac:etjc
The ligand L, was prepared according to a modification of the literature preparation
using the following scheme:ll· :',:J
(\..,
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The modifications to the literature procedure were for the most pan quile simple
modifications of conditions, that resulted in slightly better yields. Reaction Iiii) used a
greater excess ofbromoacctic: acid over ligand:2 than did the literature. so as to ensure the
di-substituted product
Meililod
ReaCllon fi): 5.7. 7,/ 2.1~.14-Hexumethyl-I ..j.8, II-Ietraa=acydoletradecadiene
diperchlorate, I:
To 500 mL of anhydrous acetone was added 20 g (0.33 mol) of ethylenediamine. The
solution was stirred while 55 g (0.33 mol) of60% perchJoric acid was added slowly from
a dropping funnel over a 30-minute period. An orange-brown coIl)!' developed and the
solution became hot. Following addition of the acid. the solution was stirred rapidly and.
was cooled to room temperature. The white crystalline product was isolated by suction
filtration and washed thoroughly with cold acetone. The yield of 5,7.7,12.14.14-
hexamethyl-I,4.8.II-tetraazaeylcotetradecadiene diperchlorate was 50 g (73%)
ReaCflOn (ii): meso-(5,5, 7.12,/2.1.J-hexamethyl./ .4,8.1/ -relraa;:acyclowradecanej
dihydrate. 1.-
To 250 mL ofmelhanol was added SO g (0.11 mol) of I. The solution was stirred and
9.5 g(0.32 mol) ofsodium tetrahydroborate and 8.2 g(0.21 mol) ofsodium hydroxide were
added in alternate portions over a one-hour period. The solution was stirred at room
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lempt:ratutt for a one-how period and then healed to r~nu.'( for fifteen minules. After
cooling, 25 g ofsodium hydroxide in 50 mL ofwater was added and the solution was stirred
until precipitation of Ihe proouct wa."ii complete. The .....hite product was then collected by
filtration. washed with cold water and a;t~cd
The product was lhen dissolved in ]00 mL of methanol, rcfluxed and filtered. The
filtrate was diluted to 300 mL ....ith methanol and the solution was renuxed again. Water
(200 mLI \lollS added to Ihe hot solution. which ",,-as lhen stirred and cooled 10 room
letnpenture. The ..'hilt solid was collected by filtration. washed with cold water and dried
over P,OIO' The yield was 50 g (8S~-"). m.p. 144 - 146.~C. lit m.p. 146 - ''''S''c.
ReocriOf/(;il): 5,5, 7,'2,11, /4.hexamethyf-J..I.8.I 1-//?troa::acyclotetrodecane-N'Nw.dlOCetlc
acid, ..:
To 41.7 g (0.300 mol) ofbromOKetic acid in 150 mL ofwater was added 12,0 g
(0.300 mol)o( NaOH in 100 mL ofcold water. while maintaining the tempenuure below
5OC. To the mixture were added 32.0 g (0.0500 mol) ofl in 2SO mL ofmcthanoi and
31.8g (O.300mol)ofN~CO).Themixturewasstinedandlhetemperarurewasmaintaincd
at M"e for 48 h. The reaction mixture was then cooled and filtered. The filtrate was
concentrated 10 100 mL and acKtified to pH 3 with hydrobromic acid.. The solution was
cooled for 24 h. A white precipitate fonned and was collected by filtration to yield 21 g
(60%) of ligand Lt. m.p. 256 .259"C, lit m.p. 258· 26O"C. IR: 3400 (OH). 2800·2900
(NHI ·}.1730(COOH) (KBrdiscs).
n Svulbnj'i ofNiWlI 1.:..lliQJi&
NiCI'.6H,O Ll -~-+ NiL1.2HCI.H20
To 3$0 mg (0.$00 nunol) ofL I dissolved in 20 mL of....'I.ter was added 238 mg (1.00 flltDol)
ofNiCI I ·6H:O. The pH was adjusted to pH $ with 0.1 mol/l. NaOH and the: mixture was
heated to reflux for2~ h. Tbesolurion was concenmued to approximately 10 mLand violet
Cf)'SWs formed. These were collected and air dried to y;e1d 197 mg of product (~~)_
Anal. Fowxt C 43.78, H 7.77, N 10.94. Calcd (Of Nic,H.N.O•.2HCI.H:O: C43.82,
H7.n,NI0.22~•. IR(KBrcm- I): 3396 (OH), 3124 (NH),1623(CeXr).
m Syntbe:ii'i gfCptJUU 1:.0
To)$O mg{O.$ mmol)orL\ dissolved in 20 ruLor ......ter, \WS added 238 mg(1.0 mmol)
ofCoClzo6HPandthe pH wuadjl&Stedto pH $ witbO.l mol/L NaOH. The mi.nure was
heated to reflux forseveral days. 'The mixture was concentrated in volume to approximalely
IOmL and red crystals fonned. These crystals wc:retbendissolved inboiliagwatef.filtered
andcooted 10 yield the fuW produet IR(KBrcm*I): 3430 (OH), 3149 (NH),1649(COO").
2S
IV Smlhsij$ of 5 P djmab\"1 - 7 J.!.-dipbsnyl.! 4 8 I! 1etriWC'::c:lotetradegnc-1 8-
dime acid (k)
The ligand L: was prepam1 alXOrding to a modification of the Iiterallllc preparation
using the following schcme::J·:t·:'I
"yy
C'"") -1lIIS'~' .-A~
"''''rr--eOO"~~) ..-1111' UOH ~
"OOG~" 1"
"''''rr....--cOO"r ,)__ ,0
"OOC~"
,
..,
,.
ReactIon (I) S./l-Olmethyl- :./4-dlpherryl-f..I.8./J-letTao:ocydOietrodeca-'.8..Jlene. 5:
To 14.6 g ofbenzylidene-acetDne 10.1 00 mol) was added 6.0 g ofethylcnt'dianllt\C (0.10
mol), and 10 gof potasSium carbonate. The mixture was heated to reflux for three ho~.
The mixture was then tiltcred to remove the potassium carbonate. The filtrate slowly
solidified. wassuspended in ether and cooled. The while crystals that formed ....-erccollected
by filtration and washed with ether. The yield was 30 g (67"4).
RaxlfOfl (II): 5. 11.Dimethyl-i.!-I-(/iphetryl-I.4,8,II·tetrcxoJCycJotelraJecane 6:
To 2.5 g (0.060 mol) of ligand 5 dissolved in methanol., was added over a 30 minute
period. 4.5 g(0.12 mol)ofsodiwn letrahydrobo~1e. The solwion was left standing (Of 2
hours and then filtered. Hydrochloric acid (11.6 mollL) was added to !.he filUllc and the
mixture was cooled for 2 hours. after which time a white precipitate fonned. The precipitate
was collectcd by filtration. washed with cold methanol anddriecl The yield was 2... g(53 %).
Rux:tIDn (ill):5. / Z·O/Methyl. i, J44,pneny(.f•./,8, J/ .,~troa:ocycJOI~trod~ctul~. J.8-Jioatlc
acuf. L,:
To 16.7 g (0.120 mol) ofbromoacetic acid in 100 mL ofmelhanol was added 6.72 g
(0.120 mol) ofKOH in 200 mL of methanol. AnhydrOW!l sodium carbonate, 12.70 g (0.12
mol), and 19.0 B(O.0500 mol) ofligand6 were: added to the mixtUre which was then stirred
al60"C for 48 houn. The mixture: was then cooled and filtered. The filb'ate was evaporated
to drync:ssand the ~iduewas dissolved in SO mL ofwater and then filtered. The filtJatc was
then acidified to pH 5 ....ith dilute hydrochloric acid. A white solid fonned .....hich .....as
collected by filtmion and .....ashed with a 50:50 .....aler i ethanol mixture. The solid was then
dissolved in 20 mL ofdilute NaOH and 20 m.L ofconcentrated hydrochloric acid was added.
A .....hiteprecipi1ate fonnedand the miX1W"c was stirred for 24 hours. The solid wascollected
by filtration and washed with cold water. The yield was 24 g (40%). IR.: 3410 (OH). 2700-
2900 (NH,I. 1100 (COOH).
V SrotJwis QfNjCmkJij.O
NiC12.6H20 + 12 -~~ Ni1.2.3H20
To 350 mg (0.500 mmol) ofL:t dissolved in 20 mL of water was added 238 mg (1.00
mmol}ofNiCI~·6H~O. The pH was adjustcd 10 pH 5 witbO.l mollLNaOHandtbe
mixture was heated at reflux for 24 h. The solution was coocentrUed 10 approximItely
5 mL aDd violet crystals precipiwed. The crys&a1s were collected aM. air dried to give
In mg (6()-Ie) of yield Anal. Found: C 57.20, H 7.21, N 9.72. Calcd for NiCaH.:N.O.
(trihydrate): C 57.06, H 7.18, N 9.S1 ".•. IR.(KBrcm- l): 3448(OH), 3232(NH), 1604
(COO).
YJ. Synthesis of I -l7.triazacyc1ononane
The ligand L1 was synthesized according to a modification of the Iilcrarute preparation1l
using the following scheme:
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(i) 000H • 2T,CI
(iii) NaHOM~110·C
c-~).HCI
HN'--.../,..
11
(lJ)
'9
The modific:ltions to the literature method .....ere minor resulting in similar yields but
under more convenient conditions. Reaction (i) used triethylamine as a base rather than
dry pyridine as suggested by the literature, giving a comparable yield. Also. reactions (i)
to (iii) were perfonncd under a stream of dry N~.
Reaction (i}: Ditosylate ol/.l.ethanediol. 8:
To 400 mLofdryCH:Cl l , wasaddcd 11.3 mL (UOmol )ofl.2-ethanediol. The
solution was cooled to 0" C and 50 mL of NEtl was added. A solution containing 76 g
(0.40 mol) of p-toluenesulphonyl chloride dissolved in 200 mL of dry CH1C11 was slowly
added from a dropping funnel over a 30.minute period. The mixture was stirred for 20
minutes, after which time the NEtjHCI was filtered off. The remaining filtrate was
washed with an equivalent volume of2 molL· l Hel, four equal volumes of water and
finally an equal volume ofsaturated Na:zCOJ. The CHICl l layers were combined and
dried over N,,:!SO•. Evaporation ofw solvent under reduced pressure gave a white solid
which was then recrystallized from acetone to yield 110 g(74 %) of product. !D.p. 123·
126°C, lit. m.p. 123· 12SoC.
ReQ£tiofl (ii): N.N', N"-tritosyldielhyleneuiamine, 9:
To 20 g (O.SO mol) ofNaOH dissolved in 200 mL ofwater, was added IS.3 mL (0.14 mol)
ofdiethylenetriamine. The milttWl: was stirred as 100 g(O.S2 mol) ofp-toluenesulfonyl
chloride in sao mL ofanhydrous EtzO was added dropwisc over a period of60 minutes.
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The: resulting thiele. while mixture ,",as stimd for thiny minutes and then filtered.. The
while solid "''as added to boiling methaDol. and stirred for 40 minutes.. The mi.'l.:tulc was
then suction filtered to ~icld a white solid that was dried over P~OIO WIder vacuum
ovtmight. Yield: 54 g{68V.). m.p. 17\· \7S"C. IiI. m.p. 17j • 17S"C.
ReactIOn (iii): 1,4. 7-tTitosyl./,4. 7.ma:ag.'CJononane. lfJ:
To 54 g (0.10 mol) of 9, was added 500 mLofdry OMF'. Carefully, 4.8 g (-0.2 mol) or
9S % NaH powder was added. The solution was then heated to llO"C at which lime 38 g
(0.10 mol) of 8. dissolved in 200 mL ofdry DMF. was added 10 the solution with stirring.
'The resulting yellow solution was cooled to room temperature and was then pow-cd into
2 L of icc cold water. The beige solid fonned was collected by filtration and washed with
300 mL of water and dried over p.OIO under vacuum to y;cld SO g (91 V.) ofproduct.
Reaaion (ivj: 1,4.7,1'/trQC)'ClonoNUff! l1'lJryr:Jrochlo,kk: ~BCI (tacn):
To 100 mLofCODCelltnlcd HISO. was added SO g(O.084 mmol)oflOu 160°C.
Following addition. a black solution formed which was c:oolcd to room tempemure. Over
• )() minute period, 400 mL of cold ethanol was added to the solution. A 400 mL quantity
ofEt,.O was then added. producing a grey precipitate. The pm:ipitate was dissolved in
100 mL of boiling water and activated charcoal was added. A bot gravity filtration was
performed to yield a light yellow solution. Removal of approximately 95 mL ofsolvent
produced an oily residue, to which 25 mL ofconcentrated HO was added, followed by
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7S mL ofcold absolute ethanol. A light yellow solid formed ....tuch was collected by
filtntion and washa1 with modest amounts of cold ethmoI. The product \\'llS then
~'Slallized from waler to yield. white solid. IS g(74~.). m.p. 271 • 277"C.lit m.p.
271· 277'C.
yo Synthesis gflNiftilCD)..JfCIO }.
The NiW) complex was prepared as per the literature method.19 The reaction was
perfonned as follows:
Ni(CIO.),.6H,O + [Ni(lacn),](CIO.),
To 2.5 mL of methanol was added 2.19 8: (6.0 mmol) ofaickel(U) pm;blo~tebenhydratc.
resWbnginadarlt green solution. A solurionCOftWning2.Ug(I.21 mmol) ofL, i.DJO
mL ofwater was added to the grtCIl solution. The mixture was cooled to SOC aDd 35 mL
of 1.0 mol.L"' NaOH was added dropwise with stirring. Tbe solution progressed &om.
green color to deep blue. to a liam purple color upon complete addition ofl:me. Upon
cooling, purple cry.stals appeared. The product was recrystallized from a SOISO
methanoVwater mixture and washed with diethyl ether. The UV-vis spectrum
corresponded with that found for the perchlorate salt in the literantre. with a molar
absorbrivityofE -6.13 :t;O.08l,mol·l.cm'lat 510 nm.
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VIII PreparatjonofrNj(tacnl.f
A 67.6 mg (0.25 rnmol) quantity of potassium peroxodisulfate was dissolved in 25 mL of
water. This solution was added dropwise. with stirring, to 306 mg to.60 mmol) of
[Ni(tacnI1Y- dissolved in 2S mL of water. 1be solution was kept in an ice bath and kept
in the dark in a foil wrapped flask until required for kinetic e:<periments. E:~pcriments
were pertonned in a dimly lit room. An excess of [Ni(tacnhl~·was used to ensure
complete reaction of the peroxodisulfate. The [Ni(UCnh]J' was characterized by its
UVNisible spectrum (E '" 8000M-1cm"' ). The Ni(lII) concentration was detennined by
UVNisible spectroscopy using Beer's laws.
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2.2. CrystaUognropby
C~'StallogTaphy WliS petfonned by Mr. David Miller at Memorial University. The data
wett collec1ed at a temperature or 26 =I~C on a Rigaku AFC6S diffiaetometer (Mol<..
r.adiation, graphite monochromator) in the <.>-28 scan mode to 26.... = 50.1 o. lorentz
and polarization corrections were applied. The structure \vas solved by direct methodslO• JI
usmg the TEXSAN I~ ayslallographic software p3Ckage. Refined p:uameters were
ca.lculated using aniSOttopic thetmal parameters ror non-hydrogen atoms and isorropic
ractors ror all hydrogen atoms. Neutral atom scattering ractors were taken from Cromer
and Waber.JJ Details oreilch individual crystal structure and specific parameters are
provided where appropriate. The following crystallographic tables are reponed in
Appendices I and 2:
Positional and Thermal Parameters (Table Al.a).
General Temperature Factor Expressions, U's (Table Al.b).
Bond Distances (Table AI.e~
Intramolecular Bond Angles (Table AI.d).
Torsion Angles (Table AI.e).
Atomic Coordinates and Equivalent lsottopic Displacement Parameters (Table A2.a).
Bond Lengths and Angles (Table A2.b).
Anisotropic Displacement Parameters (Table Al.c).
Hydrogen Coordinates and lsottopic: Displacement Parameters (Table A1.d).
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Absorbance changes as a function of lime "-etc measured using a Beckman DU·6S
spettrorncter. Data were collected using Kinetics Soft·Pac software on an IBM personal
computer. An initial cell blank was obtained using deionized ....'lIter in a 1em pam length
quam cuvene. All kinetic experiments were nul under pseudo first-order conditions.
using a mirumum tenfold excess ofperoxodisulfatc. Due to the low solubility afme
neutral complexes in water, all kinetics measurements ""eft performed in 2~" by "'olumc
aqueous ethanol. The concentrations ofNt(II)Lt and Ni(II)L: wen: both 1,00 x IO"'lIlol-L"
Aconstant ionIC stmlgth of9.00 X 100 ) mol'L"l was maintained using potassium sulfate.
The reactatlts present in each cell and their concentrations are listed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Concentration and Volume ofReacwns in Each Cell for the Ni(D)L, and
Ni(lI~ I Peroxodisulrate system.
Cell (K,s,o.1 Vol. of {K1SO~1 Vol. or [NiCD)1.11 Vol or Vol. of
Numbc1 (""""'"-) K~O. (""""'"-) K~. (mmolfl) Ni(U)l H:O
(~L) (~L) (mL) (mL)
2.00 60 4.00 60 0.0400 1.200 1.680
3.00 90 3.00 4S 0.0400 1.200 1.665
4.00 120 2.00 30 0.0400 1.200 1.650
'.00 ISO 1.00 IS 0.0400 1.200 1.635
6.00 ISO 0.0400 1.200 1.620
The concentration of the stock K!~O, solution was 0.100 mollL. The concentration of
the stock KISO. solution was 0.200 moVL
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The general method used ""as to place the Ni(lI)L solution and the potaSSiwn sulfate
solutioo in the cuvette by means of micropipcttes. The cuvC11c was placed in the
tbcTtrKmated cell compartment aCme spectrometer. The pre..thcTmostated peroxodisulfatc
was then micropipened into the cuvette. The cuvette was then capped. inverted and then
repositioned in the cell compartment aCthe spectrometer. In this way. reagents were
adc;kd, mixed., the cover of the cell compartment replaced and data collection initiated
within ten to fifteen seconds. There was approximately one minute when the readings
wen: unreliable due to a combination of factors such as bubbles rising through the
solution aDd stabiliurion aCme spectrometer to new light conditions. The absorbance
values obtained for the fltS1 minute of the reaction were therefore omined. Subsequent
readings, bowever were suictly deflcndem 00 the absorption aCme solution Wloo
considemion.
AbsodIanccs were rnc:asum1 at a wavelength of403 rim for Ni(ll)L1 and at 430 Ml for
Ni{Il)L,. For each given te1D.peratw"C and concentmion. fitSl..ordcr rate conscants. "-
were calculated from the slopes ofthe IiDear' regressioa plots of lr(D•• OJ vmus time,
according to equation 1.19. For any given set ofconditions. the reported value oft,. u
themeanofrepctitive measumnmts that produtedresullSconsiSltnl within 1,.-.. When
conducting the temperature dependence studies. lcmpc:ra~ were maintained constant 10
:t::O.lGC.
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1.... Slopped-flow Kiattics
The stopped-flow apparatus lTri-Tech dynamics) consisted of two sample cornputments.
Aand B. as shown in figure 2.1. Jets aCme f'A.'O reacting solutions are forced rapidly into
a mixing chamber (M) and the mixed solution flows into a third syringe, the piston of
which is suddenly stopped by coming up against an external step. Mixing of the reacbnts
in this way allows the mixing time to be reduced 10 10 ms. Coovcmiooal methods for
studying kinetics usually have a mixing time of at least 0.1 s.
Close to the mixing chamber there is an observation point O. where measurement via
the detection system is made. Changes in absorbance venus time were measured using a
monochromatic light source passing through the observation chamber. Transmined light
passes to a photomultiplier tube via an optical fibre. Changes in transmitted light with
time ate followed using. timc-based oscilloscope.
INtially, the sample tonWneB, A and B.~ filled with dciorrized \lo'ater \\tucb was
nushed through the apparatus several times. Following this. the containers~ filled
w;lh various combinations of solutions as described in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.
FigIn 2.1
Table 2.4. Concmuarions of [Ni(tacnl-Jl- in lhc [Ni{tacn)J'-: Ni(U)L, System.
Solution [Ni(tacnhlJ- (motIL) [NaCIO.J (moUL) (HCIO.I (moVL)
AI 1.00 x IO-J 0.100 0
A1 2.00 x 10') 0.100
AJ 2.00 x 10·J 0.100
A4 2.00 x \O·J 0.050 0.050
Aj LSOx 10') 0.100
A6 2.00 x 10') 0.100
A7 2.50 x 10') 0.100
AS 3.00" 10') 0.100
Table 2.5. Conccotnnons ofNi(II)L, in the (Ni(taenhlJ-/ Ni(II)L , System.
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Solution (Nil,) (mollL) [NaCIO.J (moVL) [HCIO.! (mollL)
BI tOO x 10'" 0.100 0
B2 2.00 x 10'" 0.100 0
BJ 2.00 x 10'" 0 0.100
B4 2.00 x 10'" 0.0j() O.osa
The concmtrations reponed in Tables 2.4 and 2.S are those found in the sample
chambers. The actual concentrations in the reaction are hal.r oftbose in the sample
compartments due to 50:50 dilution upon moong. A stock solution of[Ni(taen)z);t. was
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prepared as described in section 2.1. and its concentration determined by UVlVisible
spectroscopy.
All experiments were run under pseudo first-order conditions. using a minimum
tenfold excess of[Ni(tacnhIJ • A constant ionic strength of 0.100 mollL was maintained
using sodium pen::tdorate.
The temperature in the sample chamber was controlled by a Haake circulating water
bath. The exact temperature at the point of mixing was measured by a digital
thermometer. Prior to use, each solution was placed in the circulating WOller bath for
approximately five minutes to allow for temperature equilibration. Each solution was
then poured directly into its appropriate compartment.
The change in absorbance was measured at a wavelength of 420 ron For each
given temperature and concentration, first-ordcr rate constants, k....., were calculated. For
each particular set ofconditions. the reponed value of k..,. is the mean of repetiti"c
measurements that produced results consiSlent within [%. When conducting the
temperature dependence studies. temperatures were maintained constant 10:t: O.I°C.
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1.S. Cydic VolhllllD.dry
Cyclic vohammograms ofNi(II)L 1 and Ni(II)1..:l were measured using a Princeton
Applied Research mode1482 fast-scanning electroChemical appararus. in aqueous 0.\0 M
lrifluoromethanesulpbonic acid. under an argon atmosphere. A I mm diameter Pt disk
working electrode. a piatinwn counter electrode and a AglAgCl (sat. Ken reference
electrode were used.
Chapter 3: Results
3.1. C""""",,"y
N~II)L,
Diffrnction quality crystals ofNi~·3H!O we~ obtained by slow evaporation from aqueous
ethanol. The pullIle crystals were mounted on a glass fiber and centered on a Rigaku AfCC6S
diffractometer. The cell was refined using 23 ttntered reflections in the range: 26.c 25 -370.
Intensity measurements Wffe carried out wlth MoKl1 radiation. A.. 0.71069 A. The asymmetric
unit consisted orlhe neutral comple:< and three water molecules ofcrystallization. One waler
site was fully oe<:upied and two were partially occupied. Data reduction yielded 3841 reflections
with 1>20(1). which were used for solution and refinement of the stnJtturc:.
The strUCtW't was solved by direc1 methoQs using TEXSAN. lJ Refined parameters were
calculated wing anisotropic lhennal parameters for oon·hydrogen atoms and isotropic factors
for all hydrogen atoms. A swnmary ofcrystal data is gi~ in Tabk 3.1. Atomic positional
pr&JaJneterS a« given in Table 3.2. bond lengths are given in Table 3.3 and bond angles ate
given in Table 3.4.
The crystal was found to have three waters of crystallization in the struCture. These walas
OCCW" in channels between the complexes. TYr'O arc strongly hydrogen bonded wilh each other.
but none are hydrogen-bonded to e;tbc1" the nitrogens or the oxygens of the~Ite ligand..
The nickel atom in the complex is octahedraJly coordinated to the four nitrogen atoms in the
macrocycle and two oxygca atoms oftile appended carboxy~ groups. This is achieved by
the folding ofthc rnacrocycle wbH:h alloW!i both oftbc carboxylic:: oxygen atoms to coordinate in
a cis-amDgemcnt A Wagram ofthc: complex is shown in Figure 3.1.
Table 3.1. Experimental crystallographic data for Ni(D}L,' JH:O
Empirical Formula
Cryslal colour. habit
Formula Weight
Crystal System
Space Group
o(A)
b(A)
c(A)
1\(0)
yeA')
D
cak (gcmo )
ZwI...
Crystal. dimensions (mm)
Diffractometer
Radiation
Ze range for unit cell determination
Absorption coefficient. ~
F..
RcOections coUcctcd
RcOections with I > 2.000(1)
No. puametcn
Solution Method
Goodness of fit
R
Rw
C!SHHN~06Ni
purpleoirregular
589.36
monoclinic
P2 t!c
12.981(8)
16.474(6)
1''-26.2(7)
98.81(4)
JOI4{S)
1.299
O.2S0xO.150xO.400
Rigalru,AFC6S
MoKll(0.71069 A)
24.9 _36.7°
6.88cmol
12>6
'791
384\
33<
TEXSAN
3.39
0.059
0.067
Table 3.2. Positional Parameters and B(eq) vallJeS for Ni(n}L~· 3H~O Coordination Sphere.
B(<qJ
Ni(l) 0.75914(6} 0.22878(5) 0.22054(5) 2.61(3)
0(1) 0.6731{3} 0.2686(3) 0.0946(3) 3.5(2)
0(2) 0.8693(3) 0.1936(2) 0.1355(3) 3.4(2)
0(3) 0.7119(3) 0.3446(3) '().0251(3) 4.2(2)
0(4) 0.8958(3) 0.0960(3) 0.0340(3) 4.6(2)
N(I) 0.6490(3) 0.2611(3) 0.3070(3) 2.8(2)
N(2) 0.7066(4) 0.1I04(3) 0.1952(3) 2.8(2)
N(3) 0.8'59(4) 0.1844(3) 0.3397(3) 2.9(2)
N(4) 0.8031(4) 0.3502(3) 0.2268(3) 2.8(2)
Table 3.3 Selected bond distaIIces (A) for Ni(II)~· 3HtO Coordilllrioo. Sphere.
Bond Distan<e
N~I}{}(I) 2.072 (4)
N~I}{}(2) 2.093(4)
N~I)-N(I) 2.094(5)
Ni(l)-N(2) 2.080(5)
Ni(l)-N(3) 2.084(5)
Ni(I)-N(4) 2.078(5)
Table 3.4 Selected bond angles (") for Ni(II)L::· 3H:O Coordination Sphere
Angl'
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0( I ~N;(I)·0(2)
O(I~Ni(I~N(I)
0( I ~Ni( I ~N(2)
0(1~Ni(I)-N(3)
0(1~Ni(l~N(4)
0(2~Ni(I~N(I)
0(2)-Ni(I~N(2)
0(2)-Ni(I~N(3)
0(2~Ni(I)-N(4)
N(I~Ni(l)-N(2)
N(I~Ni(I)-N(3)
N(l)-N~I~N{4)
N(2~Ni(I~N(3)
N(2~N;(I~N(4)
N(3~Ni(I~N(4)
84.9(2)
%.0(2)
91.6(2)
174.6(2)
80.8(2)
178.6(2)
82.8(2)
89.7(2)
94.8 (2)
%.0(2)
89.4(2)
86.' (2)
87.3(2)
m.l(2)
100.1(2)
.~
Fig. 3.1. PLlFTODiqramoftbcN~Complcx.
4'
ICo(DI)L,J x
Diffraction quality crystals of[Co(lII)L!]X (where X is (I" or Bn were obtained under a
controlled rate of evaporation of an aqueous solution of the complex in a 8QeC bath for two
days. The red crystals were mounted on a glass fiber and ~lertd on the diffractometer. 1he
cell was refined using centered reflections in the: range a-I.72 to 28.33°. lmenslt~
measurements were carried out with MoKl1 radiation. 1 - 0.71073 A. The asymmeaic unit cell
consisted afme complex \\ith a ont plus charge and portions of counter halide ions. The crystal
comamcd half a bromide ion and half a ch.londe ion trapped in the asymmetric WUl Data
reduction yielded 16420 reflections \\oitb 1>2a(l). which Wtfe used for solution and refinement
ofthcstrueture.
The struetllle was solved by direct methods. lJ Refined parameters were calculated using
anisotropic thcnnaJ parameters for non·hydrogt:n atoms and isotropic (KIOrs for all hydrogen
atom5. A swnnwy ofcrystal data is given in Table 3.5. Atomic positional puametm~ given
in Table 3.6 and selected bond lengths and angles are given in Table 3.7
The cobalt atom in the complex is six coordinated to the four nitrogen atoms in the
macrocyde and twoo~ atarm nfttle appended carboxylato- groups. The comptex shows
a distocted trans-oe:tabedr geometry with four amino nitrogens in a plane and two apic:aI
carboxyLato- oxygen donors. The molecule has a center ofsymmetry at the coba.It with the
result that the pairs of methyl and carbDxylato- groups are each trans. An ORTEP diagram of
the complex is shown in Figure 3.2.
Table 3.5. Experimental crystallographic: dolta for (coem)L.r
Empiric:al formula
Formula ..-eight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystalsymm
Spac:e group
Unit cell dimensions
Volwne
Z"",,,
Densinr (c:alculated)
AbsorPtion coefficient
F(ooo)
Crystal size
Theta range fordata collection
Llmitingindices
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Max. aDd min. transmission
Reftnement method
Data
Restraints
Panm""
Goodness-of·fit on FZ
Final R iDdices [t>2sigma(OI
Rindices(alldua)
~dif["""'andbol.
C:o HH Sr,,, CL, ... Co N~ O~
518.53
298(2)K
0.11073 A
Monoclinic
P2(I}'c
a· 12.7163(3) Act'" 90 deg.
b- Il.8224(3)A ~-111.S97(I)d'8.
c - 14.0899(3) A y. 90 deg.
26l5.9(1)A'
4
1.307 Mglml
1.S89mm-1
1090
0.20 x 0.20 x 0.20 mm
1.721028.]] dog.
-16<-b<-16, -20<-1r:<-21. -9<"'1<"'18
16420
6325 [ROot) .. 0.0305]
0.801471 and 0.578717
Full·matri.x least-squares on FZ
6325
I
285
1.104
R - 0.0688. R.. - 0.2329
R - 0.0983, R., ~ 0.2.l38
0.875 and..{l.726 e.Al
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Table 3.6. Positional Parameters and B(eq) values for (CoL.r Coordination Sphere.
atom B(eq)
Co 10000 5000 10000 2)(1)
0(1) 11I76(3) 5379(2) 9600(3) 28(1)
0(2) 12112(3) 6527(2) 9438(4) 46(1)
NO) 8831(3) 5301(3) 8622(3) 29(1)
N(2) 9888(3) 6187(2) 1().W8(3) 30(1
N(IA) 5941(3) I0810() 6103(3) 30(1)
N(2A) 5122(3) 9056(3) 5913(3) 290)
Table 3.7 Scletlcd bond distances (A.) for [CoL,r Coordination Sphere.
Bond Distance
Co-O(IA) 1.880(3)
Co-O(I) 1.880(3)
Co-N(2A) 2.004(4)
Co-N(2) 2.004(4)
Co-N(I) 2.020(4)
Co-NO A) 2.020(4)
Table 3.8 Selected bond angles (0) for (CoLI]" Coordination S~.
Bonds Angle
()(IA)-C<>-Oll) 180.0
0( IA}-Co-N(2A) 87.3(2)
()(1)-Co-N(2A) 92.7(2)
0(IA)-Co-N(2) 92.7(2)
O(I)-Co-NIZ) 87.3(:.!)
N(2A)-Co-N(2) 179.998(1)
()(IA)-Co-N(I) 88.7(2)
O(I)-Co-N(I) 91.3(2)
N(2A)-Co-N(I) 9\.8(2)
N(2)-Co-N(I) 88.2(2)
O(IA>-Co-N(IA) 91.3(2)
O(I)-Co-N(lA) 88.7(2)
N(2A)-Co-N(IA) 88.2(2)
N(2)-Co-N(IA) '\.8(2)
N(I)-Co-N(IA) 179.998(1)
.8
'9
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3.1:. Pero~odisalr.le KiHtio
The Ni(iI)L1and Ni(I1)L2complexes were ox.ldized smoothly to the tervalent stale by
peroltodisuJphatc in 20% by volume aqueous ethanol. Figure 3.3 shows the UVlVisible spectral
changes durin@: the oxidation ofNim)L1o A strong peak at 300 nm (e = 8000 mol-I dmJ em-I),
with a shoulder al400 nm lE = 6000 mol'l dmJ em'l) is characteristic ofnickel{lTI)
polyazamacrocycles. Excellent first-order kinetics were observed ovcr at least five half-lives
for the appearance oflhe nickel(lII) products. Addition afthe radical scavenger allyl acetate had
no effect on the reaction rates. It has been shown that sulfate radicals will react quickly wnh
allyl acetate.J.4 Peroxodisulfate. however, does not react directly with allyl acetate. In this
experiment. the presence of0.024 • 0.17 maUL allyl acetate, caused reaction rates to differ by
less than 3 %. The presence of sulfate radicals ","'Ould have caused a dramatic increase in the
reaction kinetics_ This demonstrates the lack of participation of sulfate radicals in the kinetics of
the reactions. The overall reaction corresponds to:
where Ni(Il)L refers to either Ni(II)L[ or Ni(II)L:
Figure 3.4 shows a typical change in absorbance as a function of time for the oxidation of
Ni(ll)L I by 0.0040 mol L"I SlOt at a temperature 288.4 K and a "Iavelength of 403 nm. The
increase in absorbance corresponds to the formation of the Ni(ffi)L1 complex. Figure 3.5 shows
a linear regression plot ofthe data shomt in Figure 3.4. From the slope ofthe linearregre:ssion plot,
the value ofk... can be determined according to equation 1.19.
The observed pseudo first-order rale constant, k.... and second-order rate constants, k:, for the
Ni(D)ll! peroxodisulfate systems are given in Table 3.9, while those for the
5\
Ni(II)~! peroxodisulfale system are given in Tab[~ 3.10. The values of the second~,der rate
constants\~ determined using linear regression plots of the k.. \'enus(S:Oll data.
Doubling the: concentrationofNi{II)L inc~ the rate ty,"()fold. Funhmnore. doubling the
concentration of SlOt also causes the rate to double. Reducing the: concentration ofeach
reactant to half its original value causes the rale to decrease by ha.lf. These observations indicate
Withe reaction is first order in both Ni(lI)l and SIOl.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 art graphical depictions of the dependence ofme observed pseudo fim-
order r.l.Ie constants on pcroxodisulfatc concentration at various u:mperalurcs. These figures
illustrate mat the reactions have well-behaved first-order dependence on the peroxodisulfatc
concentration. Based on this observation, Ihe rate orlhe reaction:
2(Ni(n)L)- SlOt - 2(Ni(UOLr - 25O/" Eqn. 3.1
isgi~asrollows:
Rate'~~ k,lNijUlLlIS,o,"1
Figures 3.8 is an Anbenius plot for the oxidation ofNi(Il)ll by pc:roxodisulfatc. Using such graphs
and equation 1.2. the ArrtIcnius activation energy for the oxidation ofthc Ni(II)L1 and Ni(n~ by
peroxodisulfate can be calculated. The values were detennined to be 4O.7:!:: 5.4 kJ mol· l and
45.3 :t: 6.3 kJ mol· '. respet1ively. Using the Eyring equation, the activation enthalpy and entropy
ofreaction can be calculated. The Eyring plot forthe Ni(O)l, I ~o.), system is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Enthalpy and entropy are related by the Eyring equation. as follows:
The experimentally detcnmned activation enthalpy and entropy for the Ni((llLt complex were
39.5 ± 5.3 Idmo'"l and ·115 ~ 5 lK·I.mol· l , respectively. For the Ni(n)~ complex.. the acitvation
enthalpy was 42.8 ± 5.1 kJ.mol"1 and the activation entropy was ·115.: 5 J.K"I.mol· l .
'3
Table 3.9: Observed Pseudo firsl-order Rate Constants. k.ot... and the Second-order Rate Constants.
k:. fot the Oxidation of NiCU)l, by Peroxodisulfate.
W(KISP.l (mollLl
I I I
T(K) l!Yxk..,.(s") k,(moll:'s")
288.4 7.85 13 [5.5 2L5 24.2 4.11
294.2 9.83 14.5 20 27 36.7 5.54
297.9 12.2 :!O.I :!4.2 31.7 38.4 6.34
302.1 14.6 24.4 3l ~4.6 59.1 9.11
307.6 23.0 30.9 44.8 53.4 75.8 11.6
Table 3.10: Observed Pseudo first-order Rate Constants. Ie.- and the Second-order Rate
Constants. k1• for the Oxidation ofNi(U)L: by Peroxodisulfale.
[ijlfKl~O.J (mollL)
I 4 I I
T(K) lo-'xk..(s·l) k,(moIL",")
292.7 3.03 '.09 6.16 7.12 0.145
296.2 4.53 3.89 '.7 7.38 8.17 0.144
299.5 4.78 5.65 9.18 12.1 15.1 0.239
302.8 5.26 6.91 10.7 13.2 15.5 0.262
309.8 7.52 11.2 [4.4 19.0 0.373
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3.3 Slopped -Flow Kiodics
Addition of the colorless peroxodisulfatc solution 10 th.e pink (Ni(tacn),Y' solution resulled in
a deep yellow solution, indicating the fonnation afthe [Ni(tacnl:l]J- species, as follows
Combining this yellow solution with the pink colored Ni(II)L, solution produced an mange
solution with a distinct absorbance increase at )" '" 420 nm. The reaction is gjven by
Eqn. 3.2
The above reaction was studied by stopped-now kinetics. The reaction half-life was measured.
from which k.c... was determined according 10 eqn. 1.23. as described earlier. The observed first-
order rate constants. k,., and second-order rate constant. kz• for the oxidation of Ni(U)L" as a
fwtetion of temperature and [Ni(tacnUJ - concenuarions are given in Table 3.11. Table 3.12
contains the observed rate constants as a function of acid., Ni(ll)L , • [Ni(tae:nht and sodium
perchlorate concentrations. From these results it is clear that halving the concentration ofNi(U)L I
halves the observedratc constant. The same is true when the concentration of[Ni(taenh,f" is halved.
This indicates that the reaction is first-order in both Ni(n)L, and [Ni(taenhl" Addition ofNaCIO•.
to maintain a constant ionic strength, has no effect on the reaction rate. Sodium perchlorate present
in corx::entratioll5 of 0.050 mollL and 0.100 moUL gives rates that differ by less than I %. The
"
reaction rate was found to be independent of acid concentration betw«n 0.050 and 0.100 molJl..
giving an oven.ll simple second-order rate law:
Values for the second-orde! rate constants were detennined using linear re~ion plots of tile
"- versus {Ni(taenh]J' wnc:enttation data. Figure 3.10 is a graphical depiction of the dependence
aCthe observed first-order rate COll!WllS on [Ni(taen)..J' •at various temperatures. Figure 3.lt is an
Arrhenius plot for the oxidation ofNi(ll)L, by [Ni(taenh]J- Using lhis graph and equation 1.2, the
Arrhenius activation energy for the oxidation ofNi(D)L[ by [Ni(tacD)JJ· can be calculated. The
value was determined to be 32.8:l: 0.1 kJ mol". The EyriDg equation was used to calculate the
actiYation enthalpy and cutropyofreactioo.. The values were 30.3 ± 1.2 kJ mol-' and -132:: 20J K-1
mol·'. The Eyring plot is shown in Figure 3.12.
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Table 3.11: Observed Pseudo First-order Rale COnst:1llts. Ie... and Ihe Second-order Rate Constants.
k:. for the Oxidation ofNi(O)L, by [Ni(taenhIJ ••
10' [Ni(lal;n)/'j (mollL)
05 I 0.7S I I 1.25 I 2.5
T(K) 100xk...(s·') k:(moIL"s")
290.1 US 1.89 2.31 3.42 1.18
294.6 166 2.36 3.24 4.37 ..,6 1.65
~98 1.95 2.63 3.63 '.66 5.75 1.81
301.2 2.03 2.76 3.83 4.93 6.21
304.6 2.5 2.88 4.31 S.15 1.67 2.41
Table 3.12. Observed PseuOOFirst~ Rille Constants, ""- asa Function ofConcenaabon forthe
oxidation ofNi(D)L, by [Ni(tacnhlJ '.
[HCIO,j(molll) [Ni(IKDI:tl (mollL) Ni{Il)L.(mollL) (NoCIO,j(molll) Je..,(S·I)
1.00 x IO.J 1.00 x IO'J 0.1 2.37 x 10')
1.00 x 10') O.SOx 10..] 0.1 1.20 x 10')
O.SOx 10.,) 1.00 x IO.J 0.1 1.18 x II)'!
O.OS !.OOx IQ"J 1.00",10..] 0.05 1.28 x II)'!
0.1 1.00 x IO.J 1.00 x IO.J 2.43 X 10.,)
"Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show cyclic \"olwnmogr.uns for Ni(II)L. and Ni(II)l~. mea:surM at various
scan ~teS{So-200 mV/s). betv.'ttl10 and 1.0 V(vs AgfAgCl reference electrode,. It is c1car that the:
complexes l.IlKkrgo clean. rever.;ible one-c:lectron oxidations to the nickclfW) foons. The values of
!he fannal potential. E01 • for Ni(lI)l, and Ni(ll)l! respecrivelyare o.n V and O.77V (vs Ag'AgCl
reference electrode) with peak separalionsof64:!: 4 mY. The anodic andcathodic peak separations
were independent of scan rale. While both voltamrnograms eldtibit reversibility, infonnation
regarding geometry and coordination change cannol be inferred. Rate constants for rearrangement
and ligand substitution would be very fast and beyond the time scale of the scan rates used
~
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Chapter 4: Discussion
4.1. Synillnis
The alkylation ofC-meso· 5.5.7.12.12,14. hexamethyl-IA.8,II·teuaazacyclotctradecane
(tet-a) with a large excess ofbromoacetic acid in alkaJine methanol medium gave only the
di·N·substiluted product. No tri-substituted or per-substituted product was fonned as might
be expected.. that is the alkylation of leI-a is stereospecific. This phenomenon is probably
due to the stene hindrance caused by methyl substituents in the environment of the
unsubstituted amine groups. In the case of 5.l2..<fimethyl-7,14-diphenyl-1A,8,11-
teuaazacyclotetntdceane, the nitrogens in the 1and 8 positions are less sterically hindered
than those in let-a since lhe phenyl group is less bulky than two methyl groups. As a result
alkylation can lead to trioN-substituted and peroN-substituted products. By controlling the
ratio ofligand and bromoacctic acid the di-N·substltuled product can be prepared.
The functionalized ligands, L,and lz, in principle. occur in several configurations arising
from the presence of chirally substituted nitrogen centers as well as asymmetric carbon
atoms present in the macrocyclic ligand.. In the ligand l" tlle chiral carbon atoms occur
at positions 7 and 14. This leads to two non·interconvertible diastercomeric fonns, C-meso
and C.,acemlc. The two chiral carbons of the meso fann are ofopposite configurations. R
and S, while the two asymmetric carbons within each enantiomeric fann ofthe racemate are
of the same R or S configuration. When complexed to a metal. 20 isomers are possible,
assuming the chelate ring conformers ue analogous to those predicted to be the most strain
7\
free in the systems studies by Tobe and coworkers,)'
Tobe and coworkers]' have discussed the stereochemistry of the corresponding
unsubstituted macrocyc1e (cyclam).
c,....
When coordinated to a metal, each nitrogen in the cyclam ligand is an asymmetric center
and five distinct non-enantiomeric combinations can be produced. Bosnich et al. JI discuss
these combinations in terms of the direction in which the N-H bond points when the
nitrogens are coordinated to the comers of a square. The five forms can be represented
diagrammatically as follows'
+~N+ N-N• J •
N-N
- J •
IV
+~N+
m
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In these diagrams the plus refers to a hydrogen that points J1bove the plane and a minus
to one that pointS below. The number ofcarbon atoms in the linking chains are also shown.
In theory, ach ofthese trans fonns caD be convened to one: or two cis analogs by displacing
a nitrogen along an edge of the occahedron. Some of these forms. ttowevcr. are sterically
impossible and others are somewhat strained. Some idealized structures. based on the
amount of strain are shown in Figure 4.\
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Figure 4.1. Idealized stnaetures oftbe strain·free octahedral complexes of 1,4,8,11-
tetraazaeyclotetradecane.
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In the ligand L:, there are four chiral carbons. occurring at positions 5, 7, 12. and 14. This
results in a number of possible diaslereomcrs arising from the asymmetry of the carbon
atoms as well as the asymmetry afthe four nitrogens and their various combinations. It has
been shown by Chen et at.. that the C-meso Cu(lllL: , complex has the trans (m)
configuration as in Figure 4.2. 17
Figure 4.2. Struetwal ~ntatiottofCuL: with hydrogen atoms omined.
7S
The meta.l atom in each complex is coordinated to the four nitrogen atoms in the
macrocycle and two oxygen atoms of the appended eatboxylato groups. The cryml
stIUl:t\lfe ofthe NiCm complex ofligand L1 has been published by Ji·De et aJ., and is shown
10 exist in the cis (V) configumion.11
Figure 4.3. S1J'UCtUJ"&l represenwiOll. ofNilI-
7.
This c:oordinalion is achieved by folding [he macrocytic, which allows both of the
e&rboxylic oxygen atoms to coordinate in a cis-amngemC'nl Both groups suggest that the
different stereocbmlistty exhibi~ by the two~lic comple:tes is probably
due to the fact that the two macrocycles pref~ different basic conformations when they
coordinate to meul ions, A later study by Belsky and coworkers, has shown the CuemL,
complex to have a trans configuration (Figure 4.4).)1 This fact bas betc cited as evidence
to contradict the suggestion that the cis structure is annbuttd to the stercocbernical pattern
afthe ligand. Based on the crystal muc:nue of C\(lI)Lh it would appear that the cis/trans
phenomenon is dependent on the nature of the metal rather than the ligand.
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The parenl macrocycleof L! is 5,5,7,12.12.1 4--hexamethyl-\ A.8.11-1cn-aazacyc1otetradecane
(I). It was first prepared by Cunis and it is shown bclow:J7
This macrocycle is identical to Ll in all respects except: for the absence of the two
carboxylato pendanl arms. CODSCqucntly, as with Lt. 2 bas both meso and nK:cmic forms
that are traditionally labeled tet a and tet b, respectively. Curtis found that the meso ligand.
let a, can only coordinate with its four donor atoms arrayed in a single plane. Tct b,
however, can coordinate in this fashion or it can form octabedra.l metal complexes of the
type (M (teta)A], where A is a bidenwe ligand. in whicb the tetramine has buckled into a
cisatrlllgemcnt
Curtis explains this observationon the basis ofsymmetry and stene argwnents. He infers
that the meso Conn has both axial co-ordination sites equally crowded by the gem-dimethyl
groups. and thus. forms trans derivatives. In the racemic form. bothgem dimethyl groups
arc on the same side aCtbe molecular plane. This causes one oftbc axial sites to be blocked
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and. as a result. a CIS arrangement can be observed.. Given the similarities between L\ and
2, one would expect Cunis' reasoning to hold for the metal complexes ofoom ligands. (f
this were the case, one would predict the meso fonns ofML, [0 ha\1: a Irans configuration.
regardless of the nature of the metal. The reported crystal structure orC-meso Ni{ll)L I •
however. has the cis configuration. This fact appears to be in contradiction to Curtis'
argument. However, closer inspection of the Ni(II)L\ crystal structure has shown it to be
the racemIc isomer and nOI the meso isomer as reponed. This finding funher suppons
Curtis' theory.
Given the similarities between L,,~, and 2, one would expect that any cis I trans
phenomena observed fot the metal complexes of L: could be explained using the same
arguments. The copper(U) complex ofC·meso ~ has been sbown by Chen et aI.," to have
a trans configuration. Given these facts. we predicted that the racemic isomers of L:z
should have a cis configuration when complexed to a metal. To test this prediction the
Ni(ll)compiexofC.rac ~Yias prepared andacrystallographicanalysis was perfonned. The
~LS supported our prediction as the complex was shown to have a cis arrangement The
suuctureofN~ is iIIusuated in Figure 3.1. The crystal was found to have three waten of
crystallization in the structure. These waten occur in channels between the complexes.
Two are strongly hydrogen bonded with each other. but none are bydrogen-bonded to either
the nitrogens or the oxygensofthe macrocyclic ligand. Both pendant carboxytaw urns are
coordinated to the central nickel(ll) ion in a slightly distoe'tcd cis-«:tahedral arrangement.
Ni· N (secondary) (2.094 A) distances are slightly longcrthan Ni· N (tertiary) (2.078 A).
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This is also troe for the CIS- form of Nill . In that complex the Ni·N bonds were shaner
(2,072.2.0173 A) for the tcrtiouy nitrogcns than me sa:ondaryones (2.091. 2.I07A.). This
could possibly be due [0 the e1ei:tron.attr.1Cting inductive effect afthe carboxylato groups.
The Ni.Qbonds were quite diffcrent from each other (2.199, 2.065 A.). On inspection aCme
geometry about the metal centre, it may be surmised that this difference is in part due to
strain in the macrocycle on coordination to the metal For example. the N·Ni.Q angles. thai
would be ISO" for a perfectJy octahedral centre. arc in fact 176.7S9 and 163.06", For me
cIS-NiL: stJUCtW'e, there: is much less distortion from octahedral geometry, evidenced by the
equatorial Q.Ni·N angles of 178.6° and 174.6'
Ji·De e1 aI.U bave also reponed the structure ofthc aquonic:kcl{II) complex of am~
carboxylato- analogue ofL I . That complex takes up a trans-(m) configuration, "'ilh four
nitrogens in a square plane and the carboxylato- and aqua-ligands in axial positions. In thai
case the Ni-N bonds were all similar (2.097, 2.093. 2.070 aDd 2.103 A). and the Ni.Q leftgth
(for the: carboxylate; arm) wu 2.065 A. with only minor deviations from octahedt1J
geometry. The mean Ni(IJ)-N bond length for octabcdraI NiN, moieties has been reponed
to be 2.081.=0.026 A.. Hence the bond lengths repor:ttd here for Ni(D)L" are not lIDusul
Further evidence to support our theory on the: cis/trans phenomena is provided by the:
geometry of the cobalt complex ofL I • T'hc meso fOml of [Co(m)L1r was synthesized and
was fouud to have a distorted trons octahedral geometry, as predicted. TIM: complex has
four amino nitrogens in a plane and two apical carboxylate oxygen donors. The molecule
has a tenter of symmetry at Co I with the result that the methyl and c:arboxylalo groups arc
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each tTam The O-Co-O and N-Co--N angles are all 180". as for a perfectl~ octahedral
center. As with the clS-Ni complexes. the: Co(U)LI . has COoN bonds that are shoner(2.004.
2.()(17 A) for the leniary ninogens than the secondary ones l2.020. 2.030 A).
The Ni(II)L l comptex used for kinetic studies in this work has a 'TallS..HI1)
conformation.l9 similar to (CoL,)" and the Cu(I1)L~ compte:\es.=s
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.4.1. Peroli.odisulble Kild.tes
Redox re3Ctions involving mc1aI ions or organic reduetants and peroxodisulfalC usually
proceed via fission of the peroxo bond. ~l This step may be assisted by the presence ofa
metal ion. A commOQ mechanistic scheme for the oxidation of a calionic complex {MLr
by SI 0.2- is described as follows:
{ML",S.O.l'l
ion palr
SJm.l
{ML", SP.l'l ~ {MLr..11- + SO.~ + SO/"
Oym!! Reaction
"The first step in the: mechanism consists of an equilibrium whereby lhe reactant cation and
anion fonn an ion-pair. Slep 2 involves cleavage of the pelOXO bond followed by outer-
sphere electton transfer from nickcl(n) to peroxodisuJratc. In lbe third step the sulfate:
radical produced in step 2 reac\S with a second cation mmecwe. 1bc second step is
.2
considered the rate determinang step sua it is much slower than both the ion-pairing and
the step involving the SO.- radical. It has beensbo....-n that nickcl(U}cornplexes ofoeutral
square planar macroc)'d~ coordinate sulfate ion when undergoing oxidatioll, forming the
[Ni(IJl}l(SO.>r cation.all~ are no vacant coordination sites al the metal in lhis present
study, thereby eliminating the possibility of su!faw.adduct formation.
Considering the overall reaction.. a relatively simple overall second-order roue law is
obtained
Rate'"'~
dt
- .. (M(II)"J [5,0"')
where [M(D).J is the total metal coocenttation given by:
Eqn.4.1
(M(lI),.J· [MI}") .. [{MI}', sptn Eqn. 4.2
"The expression in 4.1 must be eqwvaJ.ent to the: reaction n.te indicated by the me
dcttnniniag Step:
""4.3
Using the reaction in step I, an npressioo for K;, can be obtained:
Eqn.4.4
8J
Reamngementof4.4 glves:
{ML'·I·~
IS,o,'·1 I<"
SubstituDOIl ofequation 4.5 into equation -&.2 ~ields:
Eqn.4.5
{M(II\.J - PM(!- S.Q loU (K r[s.o/J .. !)) Eqn. 4.6
I<"IS,O/I
Rearrangement ofequalion 4.6 gives:
SubstlMion ofequation 4.7 into equation 4.3 ~;elds:
If the Ion pairing constant is sufficiently large, slICh a tate law is expected 10 show curvature
in the dependence afttle observed first-order f3te COftstanC on pc1Oxodisuifale conccnnhOn.
In the~1 system. ....-here [MLr- represents [Nil}, no CW"VlltW'e in the k...,. \OS (SAl')
plots was seen. This suggests thai. the ion·pairing conscanl is small. This is to be expeacd
since we have a 2- anion with a ncunal metal complex. The ion-pairing constant can be
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estimated using the Eigen-fuoss equation~l. as follows:
K,,' (4"Na'IJOOO)<xp(-",o)/RT)
whe..
In the5c expressions. a is the sum of the radii of Ike: reactants. Zlol and Zl are lhe charges
on the reactants, Os is the solvent dielectric constant and ~. (81tNel/IOOODskT)".
Using the Eigen-Fuoss equation an ion-pairing constant 0(4.2 x IO·1l M'l has b«n
estimated for the Ni(lI)li peToxodisulfate systems. Ths is consistent with the literature
values. Ion-pairing constants ora Fe(nryCr(It) and Fe(UYMn(1I1) electron transfer
reactions have been shown to be 9.93 x IO'J M'l and 2.39 X 10'1 M'l. respectively. The
charges of the reactlmS in these examples Ire significandy higher than those oflhis
study. This dlffennce In charge aa:oums for the variation observed. Due to the small
ion-pairing constants observed in this study, the approximation (1 - K. (5:0.l')) - I is
valid over the range: ofoxidant concentrations used. Hence. thc rate law simplifies to :
Ra"-k.,(NiLj
• 2k,K,,[S,O,'·][NiLj
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The: activation parameters detennincd in this study for Ni(II)l, and NiHl)L: are
consistent with those for the reaction of other transition metal complexes with
peroxodisulfatc:: The second Ofder rate constants for the two complexes. which differ
nearly 100 fold. may be attributed to the differences in rcdoll: potentials. Ni(II)L 1 has a
redox potential that is lower by 50 mY. The activation entropies are negative which is
consistent with the overall reaction as expressed in equation 3.1. According 10 tNs
equation the reaction produces four charged species for every three charged ~ies it
consumes. By increa5ing the number of chatEcd species in the aqueous solution. the
solution becomes mort organized due to elettrostriclion of the solvent. This increase in
organization is reflected in a negative entropy value. Table 4.lliSl5 the enthalpy and
entropy values for oxidation of various metal complexes by peroxodisulrate.~l
Sutin. Ehrenson and Bruswh.ig have derived analytical expressions for inleTpfeting the
activation parameters for an outer-sphere electron-transfer mechanism. ~l While such
mathematical models are applicabk 10 the Ni(II} systems under study. they are not
pracricaJ 10 apply sinc:e AG' .. O. For lheself-exchange study,~ &0°-.0. such
moOelsareapplicd.
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Table 4.1 Enthalpy and Entropy Values for Oxidation of Various Metal Complexes by
Persoxodisulfate.
Complex L\H' ( kJ mol· l ) ~S· (j K-1mo,-l)
Cu(dioxocyclam) 3l -132
Ni(5,5.7,12.12.I4-hcxamethyl-1.4,8,11- 40 -115
letraazaeyciotetradecane.I,8-diacetic
acid)
Ni(5,12 dimethyl. 7, 14-diphcnyl. 4J -r15
1,4,8,11 tctraazaeylotetradecanc-I_S-
diacetic acid)
(Fc(2.2 1,61.2 11_lcrpyridyl)Jf' 42 ·100
Co(nitrilotr'iacetatc) 65 ·99
[N;(pyane»)'. 69 ·jO
[Co(iminodiacetatc)jl' 81 -32
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4.3 Slopped·Flow Kiactics
[Ni(taen).J)· is well knov.rn as an outer.sphere oxidant. whose redox reactions do not
display acid dependence. unless the reductant undergoes proIDnaliol1ldeprotonation....
For this reason. [Ni(tacnhl
"
is a useful ollidant to study the mechanism of eltl;trOn-
transfer from the nitkel(ll) pendanl-arm macrocycles that are being stUdied. The gtneral
outeBphere mechanism for the Nil, and [NiHacnhIJ ' reaction mechanism is a follows'
The first step in the mechanism consists ofdiffilsion oCw two reagents together to
form the outer sphere adduct The second. me detennining SlCp. involves e1cetr01'l
uansfcr to yield the products. The outers~ mechanism is ensured in the reaction
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betwttn Nil t and [Ni(tacnl:J)' because ofme substitutionally inert nature of
[Ni(tacn~IJ·. Although Nilr has two potential bridging ligands, the I(MU energy outer
sphtre mechanism will be: followed. The rate determining step in this reaction is usually
the electron tramfcr step. When comparing the re:lClion ratcs for Nil I oxidation with
[Ni(taenhll - \'etSUS SlOtz· thm: is a significant difference. Clearl)" this is because the
faster reaction has a transition stale requiring less energy. The rate de!ermining step of
the NiLt ,' S:O.:, system involves bond cleavage. The peroxo bond must be broken before
electron tJan5cr may occur. This requira more energy than electron transfer in lite Nill :
[Ni(taen>:Jl - system. \vhere bond making or breaking does not take place. This is
rdlectcd in the differing activation energies of 32.1 ± 0.1 kJ mot-I and
40.7:: '.4 kJ mol".
Both Ni(U)L, and Ni(lllL: are high.spin six coordinate and hence. paramagnetic. As a
result, it is nol possible to measure the self-exclwlgc ratc:5 for the complexes by the usual
NMR orept methods.~' However. self..cxchangc rates c::an be estimated using Marcus
For an outer-sphere electron lnlJISfer mechanism, the rate constant for the: cross-
reaction "I: is related to the rale conswns for the setr~xcb.angc rates of the components.
"-II and "t:. and the equilibrium consl.anl Ku by the expression k12 = (kll k.l:2 K'lfI1tlwl:,
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where
W,' l7-,<'
0,0.(1 ... Pa,(~l%»
,,= 41tNo
'
ubyr exp(-wta)/RT)
1000
In these expressions. w. is the won: required to bring the ions i atw:Ij (with cl'wgc:sz,
and 1, respectively) 10 the separation distance 0,. This distance is asswncd to be equal 10
the sum ofme radii orlne ions i andj; ~ ( "" 81tNeJ/IOOOD,kT)' l: ub is the nuclear
frequency that destroys an activated complex configuration; and yr is thc thickness afme
reactian layer (-o.sA); 0, is tbediel~cconstamoflhemedium. In the present
reaction, where Ni(U)L. is neutral. the work lCtmS will be negligible. so WI; becomes
unity. Hence kll = (k tt It::: K11fu)ll2. 1bc term Cis usually assumed to be I, hence kll is
calculated as (kill / kn K::::). The value ofkn • the sclf-exchange rale for [Ni(tacn)Jl' has
been determined to be 6 x 1()l S·I.28..7 From the electrode potentials ofNi(U)L] aDd
[Ni(taca)Jl'. the Kll value is cak:u1atcd to be 43. Hence tbe ~lf-excbaDge rate for
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[NiVr . is QiI:ulated to be SS mol,j dmJ 5-'. This value is low compared to six-
c:OO«Iinate £Ni(ll)JF~J- systems. where U represents the bidenwe ligands tacn. 2.1'·
bipyridyl (hip)') and 1,-10 phcnanthroline (phen). and their substituted derivatives." The
self exchange rates for these tris-bidc:ntate chelate complexes have been estimated as
1500 mol-I dml 5"1 for LL - hipy and phen.4 The self-elCchange ratc for [Ni(c)'Ciam))2-J'
has also been measured 311000 mol-( dmJ fl." The value for [NiL1f . estimated here is
one to two orders of magnitude lower than other nickel syscems.. which has been
considered as -not unreasonable". JoO Interestingly, the self-exchange rate for a nickel
complex containing a dcproConated tripepide has been estimated at 450 mol" dm) S·I.tI
wtri<:h is rnuth closer to that for £NiL'f" We have assumed the reaction 10 be: adiabatic,
where the transmission coefficient. tell is unity. Any non-adiabatic bchaviow (!til < I)
would result in a h.igber calculated value for the sclf-excl\ange rate.
The reorganization energies ofthc self-exchange electron transfer can be calculated
using the following equationu:
AJ4-6G'+40"
wbe~ J.. is the reorganization energy Since.60 0 - o. for a self-exchange reaction. this
equation simplifies to:
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Using an expression for the rate COIlSWlL dG· can be determined.ll
k -Zcxp( dG",RT)
where Z is taken to be the collision frequency between reaction partners and is often set
al the gas-phase collision frequency, ~ 1011 L mol-I S·I. Using the experimental self
exchange rate constant for [NiL1r '. the reorganization energy for the electron transfer is
estima1edto be 211.4 KJ.mol·' This value is similar to that found fOf a senes of
hexaquo ions. The reorganization energies for lhe series FcH -. Cr-J ', Mn:')' V:- J -.
Ca!-l- weft 202.3 kJ.mol· l • 334.8 KJ.mol· ' . 314.3 kJ.mol·'. 263.2 kJ.mol· l •
216.2kJ.mol· ' ,n
The purpose of this study was 10 examine pendam.-ann macrocyles aftd determine
their suilabiJily as bridging ligands for inncr-spbert reactions. Whik no inner-sphm
reactions~ found DC" e.umincd in this stUdy, greater insight has been gained into die
behavior ohhe particular macrocytles researched Exploration on the redox properties
of these comJHex.es with cationic oxidants. with application as inner-sphere reducing
agents for reductive dissolution ofuansition metal oxides. is ongoing.
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Table AI.a. Positional Panmetm and B (cq) for NiL: .
atOl::1 S(eqJ
R(8) 0.8193 0.3761 0.3578 ...
S(9A) 0.7246 0.4499 0.2735 '.1
B(9B) 0.6574 0.3977 0.2004 '.1
B(lDA) 0.6100 0.3741 0.3532 '.1
8(10S) 0.7224 0.3439 0.3937 '.1
H(12) 0.3602 0.3092 0.1962 5.1
H(13) 0.2247 0.3479 0.2757 '.8
8(14) 0.2360 0.3445 0.4435 '.2
H(15) 0.3923 0.2934 0.5258 ,.,
8(16) 0.5285 0.2460 0.4450 5.'
R(11A) 0.4812 0.0188 0.1]57 '.2
B(11I) 0.5859 -0.0160 0.1165 '.2
8(17C) 0.5614 -0.0114 0.2220 '.2
B(lSA) 0.76]0 0.0235 0.1133 '.0
H(188) 0.6993 0.0928 0.0635 '.0
8(21) 1.1019 0.1634 0.2847 7.'
B(ll} 1. 2458 0.0899 0.3443 8.7
B(2l} 1. 2706 0.0602 0.5208 12.5
BC24} 1.1644 0.1064 0.6174 12.3
8(25) 1.016] 0.2098 0.5523 10.2
8(26A) l.0180 0.4618 0.3193 5.8
8(268) 0.9890 0.4407 0.2099 5.8
8(26C) 0.9107 0.4950 0.2595 5.8
8(27A) 0.8097 0.4244 O.1l36 '.1
B{l7S} 0.8808 0.3479 0.1102 '.1
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Table ALa. Positional Panmcters and B (eq) for N....l-:.
atom Bleql
O(S) 0.1107 0.0730 0.0201 7.7
0(6) 0.2642 0.1130 0.1621 8.0
8(50A) 0.0]89 0.0971 0.0324 '.1
8(508) 0.0937 0.0089 -0.00]8 '.3
8(60"1 0.2207 0.1750 0.1589 16.7
8(608) 0.1938 0.0929 0.1103 '.S
0(1) 0.5019 0.0239 0.5433 9.'
8(70A) 0.4862 0.0873 0.5663 11.0
B(706) 0.5674 0.0366 0.4979 17.9
Table AI.a. Positional Panmeters and B (eq) for NiL:.
B(eql
C(17) 0.5497(5) O.Ol1S( 4) 0.1650(61 5.](4)
C(lS} 0.7490(51 0.0831(41 0.1101(4) 3.6(3)
C(19) 0.8465(5) 0.1281( 4) 0.0928(4) 3.3(3)
C(20) 1.0465{ 5} 0.1826( 4) 0.4144(6) 4.5(41
C(2l) 1.1107(6 ) 0.151S! 5) 0.]581(7} 6.0(4)
C(22) 1.1997(7 ) 0.1050(6) 0.]971(9) 7.8(6)
C{2]) 1.2146(9) 0.0944(7) 0.491(1) 9.8(81
C(24) l.151{ 1) 0.127(11 0.553(1) 12(1)
e(25) 1.0675(7) 0.1702{61 0.511](6) 7. 7(5)
C(26) 0.9554(5) 0.4468(4) 0.2690(5) 4.8(4)
C(27) 0.810](5} 0.3680(4) 0.1264(4) ].4(])
C(28) 0.7249(5} 0.3238(4) 0.0611(4) ].4(3)
H(ll 0.5]11 0.26]5 0.1980 3.8
8(lN) 0.6536 0.2278 0.3704 3.3
B{2A) 0.5614 0.1264 0.]215 '.8
B(28) 0.4665 0.1326 0.2]83 '.8
B{]) 0.5678 0.1345 0.1205 '.3
B{]N) 0.8118 0.1813 0.4022 3.S
B{U) 0.7143 0.0680 0.3323 3."
K(48) 0.7594 0.00]5 0.2645 3."
1I{5A} 0.90B) 0.0906 0.271] 3.7
H(5s) 0.8915 0.0655 0.3724 3.7
11(6) 0.9296 0.2633 0.4303 ...
B(7,,} 0.9806 0.2729 0.2469 '.2
B(7S) 1.0471 0.3212 0.3325 '.2
Table Ala. Positional panmeters and B(cq) for NiL:.
ato:a 8(eql
Ni{ll 0.75914(6) 0.22878(5) O.2205({5) 2.61(3)
0(11 0.6731(31 0.26S60) O. 0946(31 3.5(2)
0(2) 0.S693(31 0.1936(2) 0.1355(31 3.4(2)
0(3) 0.7119(3) 0.34460) -0.0251(3) 4.2(2)
0(4) 0.S958(3) 0.0960(3) 0.0340(3) 4.6(2}
N(l) 0.6490(3) 0.2611(3) 0.3070(3) 2.8(2)
N(21 0.7066(4) 0.U04(3) 0.1952(3) 2.8(2)
N(3) 0.S559(4) 0.lS44(3) 0.3397(31 2.9(2)
N(4) 0.S031(4) 0.3502(3) 0.2258(3) 2.S(2)
C(l) 0.5421(4) 0.2402(4) 0.2612{4! 3.1(3)
C(2) 0.5354(5) 0.1473(4) 0.2521(5) 3.7(3)
c(3) 0.5893(5) 0.10C8(41 0.1779(4) 3.4(31
C(41 0.7576(5) 0.0641(41 0.279l(4} 3.2(3)
c(5) 0.8662(5) 0.0970(41 0.3164(4) 3.4(3)
c(6) 0.9527(5) 0.2330( 41 0.3761(4) 3.5(3)
c(7) 0.9764(4) 0.2980(41 0.3060(4) 3.5(3)
CIS) 0.9015(5) 0.3690(41 0.2934(4) 3.3(3)
c(9) 0.7i22(5) 0.3932(4) 0.2560(4) 3.4(3}
C(10) 3.5(3)
..
0.6699(5) 0.3477(4) 0.3338(4}
C(l1) 0.4558(5) 0.2712(4) 0.3140(5) 3.6(3)
C(121 0.3643(5) 0.3025(4) 0.2643(5) 4.3()}
C{U) 0.2837(5) 0.3269(5) 0.3120(61 5.4(4)
C(UI 0.2928(6) 0.3229(5) 0.40U(6} 5.4(4)
C{lS) 0.3837(61 0.2930(5) 0.4584(5) 5.5(4)
C(16) 0.4652(51 0.2666(5) 0.4121(5) 4.8(4)
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T:Jble ALe. Bond Distances (A) for ~il..:.
atom atom distance ,\DCI·} atom distanee ADC( .)
01 Hl' 2.628 55404 O. H25 3.553 55404
01 H1N 3.169 55404 e3 H15 3.516 55404
01 B70A 3.374 55404 e. H2' 3.261 75603
01 BlOB 3.552 55404 C, H23 3.576 75603
02 H25 2.877 55404 e5 8268 3.244 74502
02 H' 3.222 55404 e5 B26A ].444 74502
02 H50A 3.246 65501 e5 H2' 3.519 75603
03 H3N 1.829 55404 e' H13 3.418 65501
03 H1N 1.968 55404 el. H188 ].3~
03 H'A 2.495 55404 el. R17A 3.499 65502
03 H2A 2.742 55404 e12 H60A ].047
03 870B 2.765 55404 e12 HHC 3.210 65502
03 .,. 2.7137 55404 e12 H24 3.422 45404
03 H5B 3.287 55404 e12 8178 3.450 65502
03 BlOB 3.324 55404 e13 B'B 3.127 65502
03 H' 3.478 55404 e13 H'B 3.130 45501
03 H23 3.558 75502 e13 H2' 3.161 45404
03 H'OA 3.566 55404 e13 B178 3.168 65502
O. a50s 1.791 65503 e13 B'OA 3.339
O. H50A 1.861 65501 e13 H17C 3.417 65502
O. H' 2.531 55404 e13 B18A 3.491 65502
O. H' 2.819 55404 C13 H21 3.563 45501
O. HIOB 2.945 55404 e14 H178 3.127 65502
O. H508 3.060 65501 el. H'B 3.207 45501
O. H26A 3.130 74502 e14 B18A 3.388 65502
O. H50A 3.460 65503 e15 H3 3.285
Contacts out to 3.60 anqstroms. Estimated standard deviations
in the least siqnificant fiqure are qiven in parentheses.
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TableAI.c. Bond Distances (A) for Nil:
atom atom distance AOe( -j distance ADC(*l
elS Ht7S 3.365 65502 e2. 8508 3.532 65504
el' R3 3.471 e27 H2O 3.283 55404
e17 aIDA 3.131 64502 e27 H3N 3.302 55404
e18 8508 3.117 65503 e28 H3N 2.682 55404
e18 HI08 3.281 55404 e28 H1N 2.865 55404
e19 aSOB 2.758 65503 e28 Hl' 3.045 55404
C19 aSOA 2.810 65501 e28 a70B 3.117 55404
e19 BLOB 3.078 55404 e28 H7QA 3.439 55404
e19 H6 3.240 55404 Hl H1S 2.968 55404
e19 H26A 3.390 74502 H1 H70A 3.094 55404
el. H8 3.443 55404 H2A H70B 2.910
e19 H2O 3.565 55404 H2A 07 3.319 65603
e2l a26C 3.066 74502 .2. O. 2.704
e2l a60A 3.392 65501 .2. H1S 3.272 55404
e22 K27A 2.982 74502 H2. H60A 3.293
e22 E26e 3.057 74502 .2..- H22 3.510 45501
e23 H27A 3.167 74502 H3 H1S 2.136 55404
e23 H70A 3.526 65501 .3 .,. 3.164 55404
e23 8708 3.543 75603 .3N H278 3.003
e24 .13 3.197 6S504 .3N 827A 3.484
e24 H12 3.310 65504 H'A .23 2.959 75603
C24 .5. 3.414 75603 H'A 8708 3.296
e24 H'. 3.436 75603 .'A H24 3.301 75603
e24 H268 3.476 H'. H24 2.566 75603
e2S H278 3.000 H'. H13 2.642 64502
e2, HSA 3.063 75502 .,. H23 3.316 75603
Contacts out to 3.60 angstrollls. EstilUated standard deviations
in the least siqnificant fiqure are given in parentheses.
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Table Al.c. Bond Distances (A) for NiL::.
atom atom distance ACe( *1 atom atom distance AOe( *)
.4. H26A 3.363 74502 age K708 3.137 55404
.4. H26a 3.392 14502 KgB
." 3.500 75502
,sA H26A 2.731 74502 .,. H17C 3.535 65502
.sA 8258 2.799 74502 RIGA H17A 2.677 65502
.sA a26C 2.917 74502 aIDA R17C 2.988 65502
.5. 8266 2.927 74502 !ilOA B185 3.094
.5.
." 2.932 75603 !ilOA HI7S 3.215 65502
.5. .23 3.467 75603 BIOs KISs 2.696
.5. Hl6A 3.571 74502 '12 H60A 2.855
.5. al6C 3.600 74502 "2 ." 2.965 45404
., HSOA 2.966 65504 .,2 .,5 3.041 55404
., 827s 3.291 .,2 H70A 3.154 55404
.7A .25 2.897 55404 "2 B17C 3.282 65502
.7A .13 3.367 65501 .,2 .23 3.370 45404
.7. R13 2.596 65501 812 0' 3.471
.7. .,4 2.735 65501 .,3
." 2.395 45404
.7. HSOA 3.170 65504 .,3 BIBA 3.290 65502
.7. os 3.195 65504 .,3 H60A 3.296
.a SSOB 3.004 65502 .,3 R26A 3.409 45501
.a ElSOA 3.019 65504 .13 826B 3.420 45501
.9A 0' 2.836 65502 H13 .21 3.444 45501
'9A .22 2.913 75502 H13 8HB 3.495 65502
"A 860B 2.979 65502 .,4 os 2.497
.'A 817A 3.340 65502 .14 8609 2.725
'9. H70A 2.713 55404 "4 BlSA 3.05S 65502
.,. 07 3.063 55404 .14 H60A 3.126
Contacts out to 3.60 angstroms. Estimated sta.ndard deviations
in the least significant figure are given in parentheses.
'08
Table: A I.e. Bond DiSWlCe$ (A) for NiL;.
:!istance ADe{· ) distance ADC{-)
H14 0' 3.152 H22 a6CB 3.302 65501
H14 a50A 3.175 Hl) 8708 2.684 75603
H14 8508 3.199 H23 8101. 2.810 65501
H14 HI'S 3.449 65502 H23 Hl'A 1.026 74502
HIS 0' J.Ha H23 07 3.030 65501
HlS 86011. 3.183 H23 07 3.508 75603
HlS 8608 3.543 H24 H26s 2.906
HIS IU'A 3.579 H2S HZ'S 2.264
H16 87011. 3.228 H2S 8SOA 3.211 65504
H16 8708 3.551 H2S HlSS 3.402
KI'A 0' 3.288 H2S H60A 3.424 65504
8171. HI'S 3.571 65503 8261. HSO! 2.609 65504
817e a70A 3.411 65503 8261. OS 2.988 65504
817e 07 3.573 65603 8261. sSe" 3.163 65504
H18A SSOB 2.661 65503 R26A 850" 3.234 65502
H18A 826A 3.034 74502 Hl6A H50B 3.286 65502
B18A OS 3.129 65503 H26A OS 3.544 65502
818B 11508 3.384 65503 826e 8608 2.944 65502
H21 8601. 2.545 65501 826e 0' 3.312 65502
H21 RZSe 2.845 74502 826e S50A 3.]87 65502
H21 0' ].051 65501 826e oS 3.447 65502
H21 8608 3.140 65501 H26e 850B 3.501 65502
H22 0' 2.614 65501 H27A 810B ].]82 55404
H22 H26C 2.800 74502 OS H60B 1. 582
H22 8271. 2.906 74502 OS H'OA 2.814
H22 H601. 2.967 6S50l os HS08 2.954
Cont.ac:ts out to ].60 anqstroms. Estimat.ed standard deviat.ions
in the least signific:ant fiqure are given in parentheses.
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Table ALe. Bond Distances (A) for NiL:.
atolll atOID distance ADe(*) atom atom cistance ADe( *1
OS sSO"" 3.426
06 850" 3.222
06 8508 3.4110
.SOA 8608 2.1114
85010. 8508 2.C42
.SOA a60A 3.028
850... 850A 3.438
RSOB S608 2.367
850B 8508 2.469
Contacts out to 3.60 angstroms. Estimated standard deviations
in the least siqnificant fiqure are qiven in parenttleses.
Table A[.c. Bond Distances (A) for NiL:.
atom distance ADC( .} atom distance ADC( .)
NIl 01 2.072{4) e3 e17 1.52419}
NIl 02 2.093{4) e' e, 1.528(8}
NIl Nl 2.094(5) e' e7 1.529181
NIl N2 2.080{S) e, e,. 1.505(91
NIl N3 2.084(5) e7 e' 1.513(8)
NIl N' 2.078(5} e. e26 1.525(81
01 e28 1.267(7) C. el. 1.511(8)
02 el. L253(7} ell e12 1.386181
03 e28 L263( 7) ell e16 1.)88191
o. el. 1.248(7) ell e13 1.393191
Nl el 1. 481 (7) e13 e14 1.36(1)
Nl el. 1. 492 (7) e14 el' 1.37(1)
N2 e3 1. 507 (7) e15 e16 1.399(9)
N2 e. 1.486(7) e18 el. 1.519{8}
N2 e18 1.478(7) e2. ell 1. 34{ 11
N3 eS 1.489(7) e2. e25 1.38(11
N3 e' 1.513(7) e21 ell 1. 4](1)
N' e. 1.SD3( 7) e22 e13 1.34{1)
N' c. 1.489( 7) e23 e24 1.41(2)
N' e27 1.478171 e24 e2S 1. 36( 11
el e2 1.538( 8) e27 e28 1. 519(8)
el ell 1.531(8) 07 07 1. 4582( 5) 65603
e2 e3 1.524(8)
Distances are in angstrollls. Estimated standard deviations in
the least significant figure are qiven in parentheses.
Table Al.t. Bond DistancC$ (A) for Ni~.
atOIll distance atom atom distance
Nl ,UN 1.051 e16 .,, 0.945
N' .'N 1.133 e17 a17A 0.923
el ., 0.969 e17 a17B 1.060
e' .'A 1.054 e17 al1C 0.937
e' .,. 0.918 ele a18A 0.998
e3 ., 0.959 ele 818B 0.867
CO .'A 1.013 e" H2l LOSS
CO ••• 1.020 e22 .22 1.060
es .SA 0.913 e23 .23 0.965
es HS. 0.966 e" ." 0.966
e, H' 1.003 e2S H2S 1.153
e7 .7A 0.949 e26 a26A 1.028
e7 .7. 1.012 e26 S268 1.012
e' •• 1.010 e26 a26C 0.980
e' BOA 0.974 e27 a27A 0.946
e' H'. 0.984 e27 s278 1.033
elO al0A 0.967 05 S50A 1.052
elO S108 1.009 05 S508 1.120
e12 .12 0.970 0' 860A 1.164
ell .ll 0.923 0' S608 1.132
e" ." 1.019 07 S70A 1.123
elS
.'5 0.951 07 s708 1.164
Distances are in anqstroms. Estimated standard deviations in
the lust siqnificant figure are given in parentheses.
TableAI.~. BondDiSWlces(A)forNiL:.
atom distance AOe{") atom distance ACCI ")
01 el0 3.499{81 55404 o. OS 2.885(5) 65503
03 N3 2.923(6) 55404 o. e8 ).491{8) 55404
03 Nl 2.972(6) 5540e el. OS 3.e99(7)
03 c. 3.304(1) 55404 e22 00 3,58(1) 65501
03 es 3.380(71 55404 OS 00 2.696(2)
o. oS 2.852( 5) 65501
Contacts out to 3,60 angstrollls. Estimated standard deviations
in the least significant figure are given in parentheses.
(*) footnote
The ADC (atoel. cesig~ator c:;Idel specifies the positio~ of an ato:
in a cryst.al. The S-eiqit nulDtlec shown i~ t!\e t.able is a cO:llposit.~ of"
thee. one digit nuQbers and one t ....o digit n~er: t"'(ls~ cHqit) +
U(2nd digiti '* tC(3rc ~iqitl + S~(4th and 5th diqit). TA, n, , TC
are th\! crystal lattice t.ranslation digits alonq cell edges a. b. and
c. A t.ranslation aigit of S indicat.es the origin unit. cell. If T)\-4,
this indicates a translation of one uni t cell Ittnqth along the a axis
in the negative direction. Each translation diqit can range in value
frolll 1 to 9 a!'ld thus (+/-) 4 lattice translations from the origin
(TA-S, T5-S, TC-S) can be represented.
The SN or sY1=-etry operator number refers to the r:umber of the s~et.ry
operator used to generate the coordinates of the tarqet atol:l. A list of
the s~etry operators relevant to this structure are given beloW'.
For a given interClolecular contact, the first atOI:l (ocigin at.o:) is
located in the origin unit cell (TA-S,TS-S.tC-S) and its position can
be qenerated usinq the identity operator (SN_ll. 'rhus, the ADC for an
odqin at.om is always ADC-SSSOL the position of the second atom
(target at-olD I can be generated using the ADe and the coordinates of
that atolll in the parameter tabl\!. For example, an ADC of 47S02
refers to the target atom moved throuqh operator t·....o. then translated
-1 cell translations along the a axis, +Z cell translations alonq the
b axis, and 0 cell translations alonq the c axis.
An ACC of 1 indicates an interlllOlec1Jlar contact bet·...een t'Wo fraqments
(i.e.cation and anion I th.at reside in the sam\! asy:c.\!tric unit.
Sym.metry Operators:
1)
3)
+X
-x
+y
-y
+z
-,
( 2)
( 4l
-x .l/Z...y ,l/2-z.
...X ,l/Z-Y ,112...Z.
II'
Table Al.d.. Bond Angles (0) for Nil:.
atom atom angle atom angle
NIl Nl H1N 114.85 HSA es HSS 110.80
el ., Hl' 100.62 N' e' H' 101.40
elO ., BIN 107.09 e7 e, H' 105.58
• Il ., H" 110.12 e,• e' H' 108.46
es ., H'. 101.15 e, e7 H7A 108.69
e, ., H'. 104.27 e' e7 H7S 106.36
"
el Hl 108.22 es e1 H7A liD.S)
e' el Hl 108.52 es e7 H7S 106.4]
ell el Hl 108.07 H7A e7 H7S 108.85
el e' HlA 103.82 •• ea HS 105.39
el e' H2H 108.65 e7 es HS 104.43
e' e' HlA 112.82 e26 es Ha 108.33
e' e2 H2s 105.46 N' e' H'A 114.95
H'A e2 H'H 106.05 N' e. H'S 108.43
., e' H' 105.27 el. e. B'A 110.59
e' e' H' 104.71 el. e. H'S 109.27
e17 e' H' 109.17 H'A e' B'S 101.78
N2 c. H'A 109.92
"
el. RlCA 112.41
.2 c. H'S 111.08
"
el. HIOB 103.27
es c, H'A 107.61 e. el. SlOA 112.70
es c. B,S 111.67 e. el. BlOB 112.22
H'A c. H'S 104.32 RlDA el. B108 104.70
., es BSA llO.66 ell ell Bll 117.75
., es HSH 111.52 ell ell Hll 121. 78
c. es BSA 109.46 ell ell Hll 117.02
c. eS HSS 106.09 e14 ell Hll 121.41
An'iles are in degrees. Estimated standard deviations in the leut
significant fiqure ilre given in parentheses.
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TableAI.d. Bond Angles (-) forNiLl.
atolD angle angle
e13 e14 014 121.60 e24 e2S H2S 123.S(
e15 e14 814 119.68 e' e2. H2SA llZ.52
e14 CIS HIS 118.a9 e' e2. BZSB 112.21
el. CIS HIS U9.94 e' e2. S26C 115.45
ell el. HI. 117.10 826A e2. 8268 102.0]
CIS e16 HI. 12Z.17 H26A e2. B26C 106.82
e3 e17 817A 108.75 HZSB e2. a26C 106.64
e3 e17 a178 113.19 N' e27 .,7. 112.48
e3 e17 a17C 111.83 N' e27 827s 110.02
al7A e17 8178 102.60 e28 e27 H27A 111.65
al7A e17 a17C 114.75 e28 e27 827s 107.27
811s e17 a17e 105.44 827A e27 827s 104.62
N2 e18 B18A 110.42 850A oS sSOS 105.52
N2 e18 slU 104.27 S50A 0' a608 83.94
e19 e18 alBA 109.67 0' 0' .,0> 139.98
el, e18 8188 109.01 07 07 H70a 63.66
SUA e18 BUB 10e.93 "0> 07 8108 100.13
e20 e21 021 122.71
e22 e21 021 116.32
e21 e22 022 111.26
e23 e22 ." 132.08
e22 e23 023 120.0]
e24 e23 023 114.91
e23 e24 024 115.05
e2S e24 024 128.]0
e2. e2S .,S 112.43
Angles are in deqrees. £stiuted stand.. rd deviations in the leut
significant figure are qiven in parentheus.
Table AI.d. Bond Angles (.) for NiL::..
atom atom anq1e atolll anq1e
01 NIl 02 84.9(21 NIl N3 e5 102.8(31
01 NIl
"'
96.0( 2} NIl N"3 C. 117.4(4}
01 NIl N2 91.6(2) e5 N3 C. 119.4(5}
01 NIl N3 l7olo.5( 2} NIl N' e8 115.2(41
01 NIl Nt 80.8(2) NIl N' e. 104.2(31
02 NIl
"'
178.6{2} NIl Nt e27 102.0D}
02 NIl N2 82.8(2) e8 N' e. 111.0(5}
02 NIl N2 89.7(2} e8 N' e27 113.S(5}
02 NIl Nt 94 .8( 2} C' N' c27 110.3(51
N1 NIl N2 96.0( 2) N1 C1 e2 107.8(5)
N1 NIl N3 89.4(2) N1 e1 ell 114.4(5)
N1 NIl N' 86.5(2} C2 e1 ell 109.7{5)
N2 NIl N3 87.)(2} e1 e2 e3 119.3(5)
N2 NIl N' 172.2(2) N2 e3 e2 114.7{5)
N3 NIl N' 100.1(2) N2 e3 e17 113.0(5)
NIl 01 e28 107.9(4} e2 e3 e17 109.5(5)
NIl 02 C19 113.0(4) N2 C4 e5 111.9(5)
NIl N1 C1 111.1(3) N3 e5 C4 108.2(5)
NIl N1 C10 106.3(3) N3 c. c7 112.6(5)
C1 N1 ClO 117.1(5) N3 c. c20 114.6(5)
NIl N2 C3 112.5(4) C7 c. C20 113.0(5)
NIl N2 C4 104-.4-(3} c. C7 C8 115.4(5)
NIl N2 C18 10S.9(4} N' C8 C7 112.6(51
C3 N2 c. 114.5(5) N' e8 C2. 113.8(5)
CJ N2 C18 109.9(5) C7 c8 C26 111.6(51
C. N2 e18 109.2(5) N' c, clO 111.3(5)
Anqles are in deqrees. Estiaated standard deviations in the least
significant fiqure are qiven in parentheses.
Table Al.d. Bond Anglcs(O) for NiL1.
atolll atolll atom angle atom atom atom. angle
Nl el0 e. 111.0(5)
el ell e12 120.4(61
el ell e16 121.3(61
e12 ell e16 118.2(6)
ell e12 elJ 120.4(71
e12 ell e14 121.5(7)
ell e14 el' 118.6(7)
e14 el' e16 121.1(7)
ell e16 el' 120.1(7)
N2 e18 e19 114.2(5)
02 e19 o. 125.9(6)
02 e19 e18 118.7(5)
o. e19 e18 11S.4{61
e6 e20 e2l 122.4(71
C6 C20 e2S 118.0(81
C21 C20 c25 119.7(8)
C20 C2l C22 120.8(9)
C21 C22 C2J 116(1)
C22 C2J C24 125(1)
C2J C24 C2S 115(1}
C20 C2' C24 123(1)
N' C27 C28 110.5( S)
01 C28 oJ 124.2(6)
01 C28 C27 1.19.5{S)
oJ C28 C27 116.3(6)
Angles are in degrees. Estimated standard deviations in the least
significant figure are given in parentheses.
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Table AI.e. Torsion forNiLL
III 121 131 1'1 anqle III (21 (31 ('1 anqle
e, N2 e3 e17 -57.7(7) e17 e3 N2 e18 55.S(7)
e, N2 ela e19 -87.8(6) e20 e21 e22 e23 0(1)
e, es N3 e' -l1a.S(S) e20 e25 e24 e23 -1(2)
eS N3 e, e7 112.7(6) e21 e20 e25 e24 0(1)
es N3 e' e20 -18.3(81 e21 e22 e23 e24 -2(2)
es e, N2 ela 78.9(6) e22 e21 e20 e25 1(1)
e, e7 ea e26 149.7(Sl C22 e23 e24 e25 2(2)
e' e20 en e22 179.1(7) e26 ea N' e27 39 .S( 7J
e, C20 C25 C24 -179(1)
C7 C' e20 e21 -45.3(9)
e7 e, e20 e25 132.2(7)
e7 ea N' e. 146.4(5)
C7 ca N' C27 -88.7(6)
ca N' e. elD -Slo9( 6)
C. N' C27 C28 161.8(5)
ca C7 e. e20 -157.9{S)
C. N' e' e2. -85.3(6)
C. N' e27 e28 -73.1(6)
el0 Nl Cl Cll -50.5(7)
ClD C. N' C27 lS1.5( 5)
Cll en e13 el< 2(1)
Cll C15 elS el< 1(1)
C12 Cll el. C15 0(1)
en e13 el< C15 -1(1)
e13 en Cll C15 -1(1)
C13 el< C15 Cl. 0(11
The 5i9n is positive if when lookinq from atom :2 to atom. J a clock-
wise motion of atom 1 ....ould sup.rilDpOSl! it on atom 4.
NIl ~l Cl e2 64.9(51
NIl :i1 Cl ell -172.a{4)
01 NIl N4 e8 -161.1(4)
01 ~Il H4 e9 77.1(4)
01 NIl N4 C27 -37.7{4J
Tab!eAl.c. TorsiooforNill.
(1) (2) (3 I (4)
NIl Cl e28 03
NIl 01 e28 e27
NIl C2 en 04
NIl 01 C19 C18
NIl :il el0 e9
angle
158.4(51
-20.4(7)
175.9(5)
-1.2(7)
31.4(51
(II (2) (31 (41
01 e28 C27 N4
02 NIl 01 e28
02 NIl Nl el
02 NIl N1 CI0
angle
-12.6(81
-62.2(4)
-85(7)
147(71
NIl :i2 C3 e2 -50.2(6)
NIl :i2 C3 e17 -176.6(4)
NIl :i2 e4 e5 -33.9(5)
02 NIl N2 C3 -139.6(4}
02 NIl N2 C4 95.71))
02 NIl H2 e18 -19.5(4)
NIl N3 e5 e4 -46.5(51
NIl N3 e6 e7 -12.6(6J
NIl :i3 e6 e20 -143.615J
NIl N4 ea e7 2a.316J
NIl ~2 e18 e19
NIl N4 C8 e26
NIl :f4 C9 el0
NIl N4 e27 e28
24.1(6)
156.6(41
42.7(5}
37.215J
02 NIl N'3 e5
02 NIl N3 e6
02 NIl N4 e8
02 NIl N4 e9
02 NIl N4 C27
02 c19 C18 N2
03 e28 e27 N4
04 e19 e18 N2
-60.0(4)
B.2(4)
-77.1(4)
161.1(3)
46.3141
-15.8(8)
168.5(5)
165.9(5)
01 NIl 02 e19 -79.3(4J
01 NIl Nl Cl 41.9(4}
01 NIl N1 C10 -86.6(4)
01 NIl N2 C3 -55.0UJ
01 N'tl N2 C4 -179.7(3)
01 NIl N2 C18 65.1(4)
01 NIl N3 C5 -5612)
01 NIl N3 C6 77(2)
Nl NIl 01 C28 118.9(4)
N1 NIl 02 e19 48(11
N1 NIl NZ C3 41.2{41
Nl NIl HZ C4 -83.5(3)
N1 NIl N2 C18 161.3(41
Nl NIl N3 eS 118.9(41
Nl NIl N3 CI5 -107.9(4J
Nl NIl N4 C8 102.314J
The si9n is positive it vh.n looking troID atom Z to atom 3 a clock-
vise mot.ion at at.olll 1 would superimpose it. on atom 4.
N1 NIl N"4 c27 -114. 3( 4)
Nl e6 C20 C21 84.6(8)
Nl C6 C20 C25 -96.9(8)
TableAI.e. Torsion for NiLl.
(1) (21 O) (4)
Nl NIl S4 C9
Nl el c2 e3
Nl el Cll e12
Nl e1 ell C16
-19.5( 4)
-73.5(7)
140.0(6}
-42.0(9)
(I) (21 OJ (4)
N3 NIl N4 e27
N3 e6 C7 CS
N4 NIl 01 C28
136.9(4)
10.2t'}
33.5( 4)
Nl C10 C9 N4 -51. 9 (11
N2 NIl 01 C2S -144.9(41
N2 NIl 02 C19 12.9{41
N2 NIl Nl C1 -50.3(4)
N2 NIl Nl CIO -178.8(4)
N2 NIl N3 C5 22.9(4)
N2 NIl N3 C6 156.0(4)
N2 NIl N4 CS -149(1)
H4 NIl 02 C19 -159.6(4)
N4 NIl N1 C1 122.3(4)
N4 NIl Nt CI0 -6.2(41
N4 NIl N2 C3 -61(1}
N4 NIl N2 C4 168(1)
N4 NIl N1 C18 53(2)
N4 NIl li3 C5 -154.8(])
N4 NIl li3 e6 -21.6(4}
N3 NIl 01 C28 -66(2)
N3 NIl 02 e19 100.3(4)
N3 NIl N1 Cl -131.6(4)
N3 NIl N1 CIO 93.9(4)
N3 NIl N2 C3 130.3(4)
N3 NIl N2 C4 5.6(3)
N3 NIl N2 C18 -109.6(41
N3 NIl N4 es 13.5(4)
N3 NIL N4 e9 -108.3(4)
C1 C2 C3 Cl1 -165.7(6)
C1 Cll ell C13 176.7(6)
e1 Cll C16 CIS -177.9{71
e1 el Nt C10 -In.S{51
c2 C1 ell cll -98.8(71
c2 Cl Cll c16 79.3(8)
C2 C3 N1 C4 58.1(7)
cl C3 N2 CIS -161.9(5)
C3 N1 C4 cS -157.3(5)
C3 N1 C18 C19 145.8(51
C3 C2 Cl Cll 16l.l(S}
N2 NIl N4 C9
N2 NIl N4 C27
N2 C3 C2 C1
N2 C4 C5 N3
89(1)
-26(2)
66.0(7)
57.2(6)
N4 e8 c1 c6
e1 Nl e10 C9
-SO.9(6)
-93.4(6)
Th. si9ft is posit.iv. if wheft looking frOID atoID 2 t.o at.oa ] a dock-
wis. aotion of atoa 1 would superiapos. it on at.olD 4.
Appendix 2
Table A1.a.. Atomic Coordinate and Equivalent Isotropic Displ~mettt Parameters for CoL,".
U(eql
Co
0(1)
0(2)
NUl
NUl
C(l)
C(2)
CUI
CI4o)
·C(5)
C(6)
C(7)
C(81
CU)
CUO)
CO'
aU')
0(2')
NU')
NU')
C(l' )
cU')
C(3')
C(4')
CIS' )
C(6')
C(7' )
C(8')
C(9' I
C(lO' }
8rC'
10000
111·7;(3)
12112 (31
8831131
!faSB (3)
10189 (5)
1006a (41
9007 lSI
885;(5)
7706 (51
9805 (6)
80lS (5)
8Ha (41
10802 (4)
11407(4)
5000
3835 DI
3242 (3)
59U{J}
5722 {3}
3352 (6)
)970 {4}
UH(S}
5512 (4)
4654 (5)
6509 (6)
65l1.{S)
6784 (4)
",937(4)
3924 (4)
8587(4)
8140(8)
5000
5379(2)
6527(21
S30l(3)
61S7(2)
2756(4)
3694(3)
40550)
SOOl(3)
5204 (4)
5438 (4)
6228 (3)
6448 (3)
66870)
6177(3)
10000
9975(2)
9343 (3)
10810(3)
9056 (3)
12381(4)
11724 (3)
12115(3)
1.1656 (3)
11551 (4)
12176 (4)
10296 (4)
9451{41
88320)
9422(3)
8710(2)
8727(9)
10000
9600(3}
94,J8(4)
8622(3)
10U8(3)
8214(5)
8468 (4)
7604 (4)
7598 (4)
6747(4)
7329 (51
8U6 (4)
9731(4)
10268 (4)
9720 {41
5000
5525 (3)
6649 (3)
6103 (31
5973 {3}
3730 {O}
4514(4)
5338(4)
6339(4)
6866(5)
7025(5)
7026(4)
6700 {41
6514 (4)
6221{41
9239 (31
9171(12)
23 (1)
28(1)
46 III
29 (11
30 (ll
47 {I}
37(1)
J8(1}
36(l}
50(2)
48 (II
36(1)
33 (1)
33 (1)
31(11
23 (1)
30 III
45 (1)
30 (I)
29 (I)
54 (2)
J' (I)
39 (1)
J7 (II
47(1)
54 (2)
44 (I)
40 (l)
J3 (I)
30 (1)
96 (2)
7S (4)
Table A2.b. Bond Lengths (A) and Angles (0) for CoLI"'
Co-O(l)l#l 1..880(3)
Co-O(ll 1.980(3)
Co-N(211l 2.004(4)
Co-N(2) 2.004.(4)
Co-NIl) 2.0Z0(4)
Co-N(l)#l 2.02014l
O(l)-C(lO) 1.294. (6)
oe21-C(lO} 1.236(6)
N(l}-C(7} 1.495(6)
N(ll-C(4} 1..533 (7)
N(21-C{8} 1.4.89(61
N(2)-C(9} 1.503(6)
N(Z)-C(2} #l 1.518(71
C(11-C(2} 1.54.7(S)
C(ZI-NU)ll 1.S18(7}
C(21-CO} 1.518(71
C(31-C(41 1.507(7)
C(4)-C(5) 1.548 (8)
C(41-C(6} l.SS1.(S}
C(7)-C(8} 1.515(S}
C(9)-C(lO) 1.508(7)
Co'-Q(l'}#2 l.S79(3}
Co' -0 (1') 1.879 (3)
CO' -N(2')U 2.007(4.}
Co' -N(Z'} 2.00S (4.)
Co'-N{l'} 2.030(4.}
Co' -N(l'} U 2;030(4.}
O(l'}-CllO'} 1.Z8I(Ei}
O(2')-C(10') 1.232(Ei}
N(1'}-C(7'} l.UB(7}
N(l')-C(4') 1.528(7)
N(2') -C(8') 1.499(6)
N(2')-CU') 1.504.(6)
N(2')-C(Z'}#Z 1.532(7)
C(l')-CU') 1.510(8)
C(2')-C(3') 1..50'(8)
C(2') -NU'112 1.53Z(7}
C(3'}-C(4.') 1.501(8)
C(4')-C(6'} 1.521(8}
C(4')-C{S') 1.537(7)
C(7') -CU') 1.409' (8)
C(9'}-C(lO')· 1.519(7)
O(]')Il-CO-O(l)
0(1) Il-Co-N(2) #1
O(1)-Co-N(2)U
O(111l-Cc-N(21
O(1)-eo-N(2)
N(2}Il-Cc-NU)
O(l)Il-Co-N(l}
O(1)-Co-N(l)
H(2Ifl-CQ-N(11
N(2} -Co·N(l)
O(l} Il-Co-N(l) U
O(1.I-Co-N(1.)11
N(2) Il-Cc-N(l)1l
N(21-Co-N(l}1l
N(ll -Co-N(l) U
C(lOI-Qll}-Co
C(7J -N{11-C(4)
C(7) -N(ll-Co
C(4} -N(ll-Co
110.0
87.3 (2)
92.7(2)
92.7(2)
87.3 (2)
179.991(l)
ea.7(2)
91..3(2}
91..8 (21
U.2(2)
91..3 (21
11.7(2)
88.2 (2)
91.8 (21
17'.9U(11
116.0(31
113.2 (4.1
10'.6(J1
1.24. .6(31
Table A1.b. Bond t:niths cA> and Miles CO) for CoLI·.
ClaJ -NI2} ·C191
C{81-N{2)-C{2IU
C(91 -N (2) -C (21 #l
C(8)-N(2) ·Co
C(9)-N(2) -Co
C(2) #:1-&(2) -Co
N(2} In-C(21 -CDI
N(2} Il-C(21-C{1}
C(3J -C(2) -C(l)
C(4J -CUI-C(2J
COl-CUI -Nil}
COJ -CU)·C(S}.
N{ll-CU)-Ces)
CU)-C{4)·c(61
N(l)-C (4) -C (6)
C(S!-C(4} -C(5)
!,l(U-C(71-C(8)
N(2)·C(8) ·C(7)
N(21-C(9J -C(lO)
0(2} -C(lOI-O(l)
0(2)·C(101-C(91
0Ii)-C(lOI-C(9)
0(l')12-Co' ·0(1')
0(l'),2·Co' -N(2' )12
O(l'I·Co' -N(2'l'2
0(l'I,2·Co' -H(2')
O(l')-Co' -N(2')
N(2'II2·Co' ·N(2'1
0(1--1'2-Co' -N(l'}
0(1') -Co' -N{l'l
N(2'} I2·Co' -N(l'l
N(2') -Co' -N{l')
0(1') 12·Co' ·N(l'I'2
0(1') -Co' -N(l')t2
N(2'112-CO' -N(l'} 12
N(2') -Co' ·N(l') 12
N(l')·Co' -N(l' J,2
C(lO'} ·0(1') ·CO'
C(7')-N(1') ",C(4')
C{7'} -N(l') -Co'
C(4') -ll'(l')-CO'
c(a') ·1((2') -C(")
C(I') -N(2') -C(2'} 12
CU'I-Il(2~)-C(2' )'2
C(a')-H(2') -Co'
CU')-1l(2')-Co'
C(2'1t2-M'(2')-Co'
C(3')-C(2')-C(l')
CU') -C(2') -N(2'1I2
C(l') -C(2') ·N(2')'2
C(2') -C(l') -C(4')
cn') -C(4') -C(")
e13') -C(4') -N(l')
C(,')-C(4')-IlU,')
CU') -C(4') -CiS')
C(C') -c(4'1 ·C(S')
.(1') -C(4'} -C(S')
.(1') -C(7') ·C(I')
W!':P)_C(I')_C(7')
.(2') -CIt') -CU.O')
0(2'I-C(lO') -0(1')
OU')-C(lO') -CU')
O(l')-C{lO'} -ce,')
lll.l(.(o)
108.3(4)
1l1.l(4)
102.1(3)
10li. 9 01
11li .90J
llJ.4(4)
112.S (4)
109.0 (SI
118 . .f,(SI
107.l{41
108.4(S)
108.7(.(oJ
11l.lieS}
112.4 (4J
108.5 (SI
107.l(4)
10'.'(4)
112.1(4J
l.23 • .f,(SJ
11'.4 (4J
117.1(4)
180.0
U.8 (2)
'3.2 (2)
'3.2(2)
1t.8(2)
110.0
17.1 (2)
92.2 (2)
91.6(2)
11.4(2)
92.2(21
11.1(21
11.4(2)
92.6(21
110.000 (1)
117.1(3)
113.0(4)
10'.'U}
124.1 (1)
110.'(4)
10t.l(4}
111.4 (41
103.1(3)
107.4(1)
114.'(3)
110.1 (5)
113.1(4)
112.1(51
11t.2(4)
1<1'.6(5)
1<17.1(4)
l<lt.3(4)
11<1.2.(5)
10t.0(SI
112.«41
101.5(41
10t.3(41
111.t(4)
124.4,(4)
11'.9(4)
116.714)
Table A!.c. A.ni.sottc;!1c Disptacement P3t2n1eter$ for CoLI"'
tn.: 022 l'" 0"23 til) tru
Co 20(;.1 20 (l) 32D.l 2{ll 12D.I l{U
O{ll 25 {~: 27(21 37{2l 1(11 16 (11 -1(11
O(2l .. 8121 10 (2) 7S ll) 5{2l 39(21 -4(21
N(ll 27{2) 27(2) 34 (21 3(21 12 (2) 2(2)
N(21 28121 21(2l Hl2l 0{2) 18 (2) 2(2)
C(l) ",a (3) 47ll} 490) -~Ol 21 D) S(31
C(2) lsD) lS(3} Hl31 -4 (2l lS (2l -l(2)
cO) 41l:! I HD} 39111 -!i(ll 15 (2l -2(21
C(4) 39(31 3Slll 33(3l -2(21 14 (2) 3(2)
C(5) U(J) sa(",} 35111 7111 7(3) 13(3)
C(6) 63141 41(3) SS{",) 7(3) H(3) -2(3l
C(71 3a (31 26"(2) HO) 8 (2) 13 (21 '121
CISI 29{21 240 (2l "'o{l! J (21 15121 S{21
C(SI H(21 22(2) 45(]) -1(21 19 (2! -1121
C(lO! 24. (21 27(2) 40{31 6 (21 11(21 2(2)
Co' 20 (11 21(1) H(lI 2 (11 9 Il) 0(1)
0(1') 25 (2) 36 (2) 31(2) 7(11 13 (1) 0(1)
0(2') 4.0 (2) SaD} 44(2) 15 (2) 24.(2) 1(2)
N{l') 26 (2) J6" (2) 21(2) -4 (2) 8 (2) -4(2)
N(2') 24 (2) 34(2) 31(2) 6(2) 1212} 2(2}
C{l' ) 54 (4) 41(3) 6"9 (4) 11(3) 25 (31 LS(3)
C(2') 3SD) 31U) 50 (3) 11(21 28 (21 B(2)
C(]') U{3} 29(2) 41(3) 1(21 23 (3l 2(2)
C{4' } 36(31 38(31 43(3) -8(2) 21 (2) -5(2)
C(S' ) 55(3) 52(3) 42{l) -13 (3l 30 (l) -6(31
C(6') 65 (41 48 (3l 51("') -18 (3) 33(3) -LS (3)
C(1'1 43 (31 45 (3) 32(31 2(2) 1(2) -3 (2l
C(B'I 27(2l 4.8(3) 35(31 4 (2) 1(2) -1(2)
C(S'} H(2} 35(3) 38(31 13 (2) 24 (2) 5(2)
C(lO') 21(2) 37(3) 27(21 1(2) 12 (2) -1(2)
a~ 14613} 38 (l) 54(11 1(1) -21(2) 2(2)
C1 38(l} 56{S) 88 (8) 32(4) -26 D) -11(3)




